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VISION AND MISSION
VISION: To awaken, empower, and equip a generation to live the adventure of the Catholic faith
MISSION: Through world-class programs and an environment of encounter
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DAMASCUS CORE VALUES AND MISSIONARY MINDSET
The CYSC Missionary Mindset is a summary of what the life of a Damascus and Catholic Youth
Summer Camp leader should reflect. The following are a good examination of what it means to
embrace these core values.
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THE “DAMASCUS” DIFFERENCE AND MINISTRY PHILOSOPHY
What is the key to renewal within the Church? An Environment of Encounter with Jesus. In him, young
people are awakened, families are empowered, parish and school leaders are equipped. For too long
the facts have been planted in our minds, without a relationship being planted in our hearts.
89% of Catholic who have remained faithful to the Church after college identify a particular event or
experience that triggered their faith commitment. Damascus Catholic Mission Campus will provide
these events and experiences. Damascus Catholic Mission Campus will create an environment of
encounter with Jesus and His Church.
CYSC provides high adventure camps that challenge young people to live the adventure of their
Catholic faith through an encounter with Jesus Christ and His Church. We utilize high adventure camp
activities and programming in order to lead to a high adventure life of discipleship.
We accomplish this mission at camp and Damascus programs through:
High Adventure Activities:
From paint-balling to jet skiing, from mountain biking to rock climbing, a day at Damascus is packed
with adventure. These activities allow the youth to bond with one another, move outside of their comfort
zones, face fears courageously, overcome difficulties with the help of peers and experience the joy that
comes with life in Christ. Many of our activities challenge our youth to grow in leadership,
communication, and teamwork. Other activities help youth overcome their fears while their friends
encourage them to do their best.
Our program sets us apart. With our staff of missionary disciples in the roles of program staff, small
group counselors, work crew, hospitality and leadership, our program allows young people to open their
hearts through skits and games, educational sessions, team building, powerful dramas, testimonies,
catechesis, and faith sharing. Whether watching a comedic skit, or listening to a monologue of the
portrayal of a saint or biblical figure, everything in our program seeks to open hearts to the Gospel and
allow individuals to come to know and love Jesus Christ more fully. Our programs take individuals on a
journey throughout their event: a journey of faith awakening, faith deepening, and faith sending.
High Adventure Faith:
Our focus and intentionality on faith formation stands at the foundation of the ministry programs of
Damascus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp. Marking the day with Holy Mass, each day CYSC
campers consecrate their lives to Christ and receive Him in the Holy Eucharist. Throughout a day of
camp activities, individuals participate in Sacred Art where they learn and engage in a classical form of
art in the Church’s tradition such as iconography or mosaics. They also spend time each day at Prayer
Lab where they learn how to develop a daily prayer life that can be maintained after going home from
camp.
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Every Damascus program consists of an evening program where individuals gather for catechesis, skits
or dramas, and a time of music and prayer, followed by a time for small faith sharing groups that often
conclude with a mystery of the Holy Rosary. Camp weeks and retreats are often highlighted by
opportunities for the Sacrament of Reconciliation and the Silence of Adoration.
At the conclusion of Damascus programs, participants are encouraged to LIVE THE ADVENTURE and
they are given the tools to take what they’ve learned back into their schools, parishes, youth groups,
and families. They are invited to live the adventure of the life and mission of the Catholic Church.
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RISK MANAGEMENT SUMMAR
Catholic Youth Summer Camp and Damascus policies and procedures are developed and reviewed
annuall b E ecutive and Program staff in consultation with the organi ation's Board of Directors.
Organi ational policies and procedures have been crafted through careful consultation with four
organi ations:
1. The policies and procedures of our local diocese.
2. The policies and procedures of the American Camping Association.
3. The policies and procedures of the Association or Challenge Course Technolog (ACCT).
4. The Redwoods Group.
Implementation of all policies and procedures is made possible b thorough individual staff oversight
and management, a strict adherence to proper training, certification and licensing, and the intentional
establishment of an organi ational culture of safet and accountabilit . Missionaries and staff are
trained in the observance and implementation of these policies from the da of their application through
their interview weekend, 10 da s of dedicated staff training prior to camp, and through ongoing
leadership supervision.
Third-Part Risk Management
Third Part risk management is provided in consultation with the following primar sources:
1. The Redwoods Group - The Redwoods Group is much more than a liabilit insurance firm.
Speciali ing in providing insurance for faith-based high adventure camps, The Redwoods Group
anal es, educates, provides risk prevention measures, and insures their camps from a partnership
perspective. All waterfront policies and procedures have been created in collaboration with The
Redwoods Group and the American Red Cross, and The Redwoods Group provides an annual review
and audit of safe environment policies and procedures through an annual onsite audit and risk
assessment process b a credentialed Redwoods consultant. Redwoods is also available 24/7 to
provide program, safet , and emergenc consultative support. For more information, refer to:
www.redwoodsgroup.com.
2. Phoeni E periential Design - Phoeni , headquartered in North Carolina, is a professional vendor for
the Association for Challenge Course Technolog , the world's leading and largest American National
Standards Institute Accredited Standards Developer focused specificall and solel on the challenge
course industr . Phoeni was responsible for the design and construction of all high adventure
activities, and provides ongoing third part operational and emergenc rescue training as well as
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annual facilit recertification. All high adventure activit policies and procedures have been created in
collaboration with Phoeni .
3. Roman Catholic Diocese of Columbus Ohio - Catholic Youth Summer Camp and Damascus
voluntaril opens itself to an annual Diocesan Safe Environment Audit for all programs and facilities to
ensure an ongoing focus on child safet and Diocesan Safe Environment Standards compliance.
Additionall , all safe environment policies and procedures in place at Damascus have been derived
from the best practices and policies at use in the Diocese of Columbus Office of Youth and Young Adult
Ministr . These policies and procedures ensure safe ratios of chaperones, that due diligence is used in
the selection of staff and volunteers, and that procedures are in place to create the safest environment
possible for campers and program participants.
4. American Camping Association - Additionall , Catholic Youth Summer Camp and Damascus
maintains membership in the American Camping Association. The ACA provides its members with best
practices in forming policies and procedures regarding camp activities and other aspects specific to
outdoor ministries as well as ongoing support and consultation.
The entire Catholic Youth Summer Camp and Damascus polic manual can be found online at
www.c sc.com/faq.
I

C

A

R

Damascus Catholic Mission Campus is committed to maintaining appropriate limits of insurance
coverage to support a high adventure ministr philosoph while at the same time preserving an
atmosphere free of an risk to personal safet .
Insurance coverages are reviewed annuall b Operations Subcommittee and presented to Board of
Directors for approval.
The Red ood G o p
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus has chosen The Redwoods Group as its insurance provider. More
information about Redwoods can be found on their website at https://redwoodsgroup.com/about-us/
A

S

,

E

M

Ongoing log of assets is maintained b Finance Subcommittee, and is reviewed annuall to determine
an necessar additions, deletions, or changes. Equipment maintenance logs are developed and
maintained b Facilities Manager in coordination with Operations subcommittee, and are reviewed
annuall . Sample Equipment log is attached at the end of this polic .
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All Damascus staff and volunteers operate under the e pectation that an risk to personal safet or
equipment will be reported as quickl as possible to their supervisor. During times of heav activit on
campus, especiall during use of high adventure activit program elements, safet checks should be a
regular part of all routine staff meetings. Records of potential risks reported must be documented and
corrected b leadership staff, and are reviewed annuall b Operations Subcommittee. Sample Risk
reporting log is attached at the end of this polic .
If risk situation resulted in ph sical or emotional injur , an incident report should be filed. (400.61)
P

T

,C

,

A

All Damascus staff and volunteers operate under the e pectation of e cellent performance in activit
and program leadership. All staff submit a full application, are interviewed, and undergo a basic
missionar staff training/orientation. Certain activities require additional training and certification.
Record of these certifications will be maintained in emplo ee file and record will be required before
leading associated activities. Sample emplo ee certification checklist is attached at the end of this
polic .
Ac i i ie

e

i ing ad anced ce ifica ion

High Ropes Adventure Course
Activit Leader - Training and Rescue Certification b Phoeni E periential Design trainer
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader
Giant Swing
Activit Leader - Training and Rescue Certification b Phoeni E periential Design trainer
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader
Vertical Pla pen
Activit Leader - Training and Rescue Certification b Phoeni E periential Design trainer
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader
Rock Climbing Wall
Activit Leader - Consistent operation and effective communication and leadership shown to
Director of Activities or Director of Operations after a minimum of 3 hours of shadowing certified activit
leader
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader in accord with Activit Polic
Zip-line
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Activit Leader - Training and Rescue Certification b Phoeni E periential Design trainer
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader
Swimming (lifeguarding)
Lifeguard - Certification through recogni ed certif ing bod (American Red Cross, Bo Scouts of
America, YMCA, etc.) and orientation b waterfront director
Jet Skis
Pilot - Must be 21 ears or older, posses Boaters Safet Certification through Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, and have been trained in site-specifics orientation b waterfront director or Director
of Operations.
Blobbing
Activit Leader - Consistent operation and effective communication and leadership shown to Director of
Activities or Director of Operations after a minimum of 6 hours of shadowing certified activit leader
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader in accord with Activit Polic
Paintball
Activit Leader - Consistent operation and effective communication and leadership shown to Director of
Activities or Director of Operations after a minimum of 12 hours of shadowing certified activit leader
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader in accord with Activit Polic
S

E

R

All Damascus leadership age 18 and over are required to complete a civilian criminal background
check and participate in a Protecting God s Children training session as outlined in polic 200.10.
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EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE LOG
Equipment Description:

M

D

P

D
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N

R
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RISK REPORTING LOG
Event Description/Date:

R

/P

R

R

R

D

C
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INDI IDUAL CERTIFICATION LOG
Name:

H

R

A

C

,G

S

,

P

,

-L

 Training and rescue certification b Phoeni E periential Design
______ Orientation b certified activit leader
R

C

 Consistent operation and effective communication and leadership shown to Director of
Activities or Director of Operations after a minimum of 3 hours of shadowing certified activit leader
 Orientation b certified activit leader in accord with Activit Polic
 Top Rope Bela Orientation
 Lead Bela Orientation
S

(

)

Certification through recogni ed certif ing bod (American Red Cross, Bo Scouts of America,
YMCA, etc.) and orientation b waterfront director
J

S

 ust be 21 ears or older, posses Boaters Safet Certification through Ohio Department of
M
Natural Resources, and have been trained in site-specifics orientation b waterfront director or Director
of Operations
B
 onsistent operation and effective communication and leadership shown to Director of
C
Activities or Director of Operations after a minimum of 6 hours of shadowing certified activit leader
Activit Facilitator - Orientation b certified activit leader in accord with Activit Polic
P
Consistent operation and effective communication and leadership shown to Director of
Activities or Director of Operations after a minimum of 12 hours of shadowing certified activit leader
Orientation b certified activit leader in accord with Activit Polic
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CRISIS RESPONSE SUMMARY
Damasc s Ca holic Mission Camp s is commi ed o main aining he highes possible s andard of
safe in safe opera ion of ac i i ies and facili ies, i h a foc s on bo h personnel hiring, raining, and
re ie , as ell as eq ipmen main enance.
In he nforeseen case ha a crisis or emergenc o ld happen, Damasc s s aff is commi ed o
main aining a high degree of e cellence in ac ion and comm nica ion in order o bes ser e
par icipan s, paren s, s aff, and local and ch rch comm ni .
T

C

C

E

The fallo from a crisis, regardless of here i res s on he con in m from minor o se ere, can be
mi iga ed i h a ho gh f l and ell-planned comm nica ions s ra eg ha becomes he nderpinning
for people s confidence in he camp leaders
he her hose indi id als are s aff, camp families, or he
p blic. All plans for crisis response incl de he follo ing aspec s:
1. Lock do n comm nica ions
2. Cons l e per s
3. Designa e one spokesperson
4. Form la e ke messages
5. Bring s aff in o he loop
6. Share he message i h campers
7. Con ac paren s
8. Be proac i e i h he p blic incl ding he media
9. Par ner i h e per s
10. Transla e lessons learned in o ac ion
U ili ing he Crisis Response G ide, direc ion can be es ablished as o ha proper pro ocol sho ld be
in a ime of crisis.

G

I

E

I

Yes

Yes

, I

,

Yes

I

/

,

Yes

P

Yes

S

S

A endance;
s per ision of all;
erbal reass rance;
isola e perpe ra or
and/or call police?

A endance;
Con ac camp
s per ision of all;
n rse/doc or/EMT
erbal reass rance;
isola e perpe ra or
and/or call police?

EMS, ma be local heal h Fire dep or ha ardo s
dep ., police, e c.
ma erials agenc if
needed

M
T

C

Crisis manager,
direc ors, ke s aff

Board Member?
Therapis ?

Medical direc or,
ins rance agen ,
herapis

Ins rance, la
specialis

F

M

Case b case

Yes

Yes

Yes

er, PR

Main enance s per isor,
ins rance agen

Onl if s spicio s
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D
A
C
M

K

C
R

C

E

C

C
(P

1)

L

S

C
(P

M
C

B

T

Pho os

Pho os

Pho os

Brief

Brief, circle back

Brief, circle back

Yes

Brief

On-si e s aff

Therapis ,
Therapis
ins rance, EMS?
Children s ser ices?

Grief co nselor

Vendors as needed

Yes, ligh l

Yes

Yes

Se p po er, phones,
comp ers as needed

No

No

Yes, if in ol ed

Yes

Yes, if i affec s campers

Case b case

Case b case

Yes, small gro p

Yes

Case b case

No

Case b case

Yes

Yes

Case b case

Yes

Yes, some changes Case b case

No

P

Yes, brief

Yes, once kno n

Yes, once kno n

Yes

Yes, brief

No

No

Yes, brief

Yes

Ma be

Emo ional s ress,
inciden repor

Ga her s ppor ing
ma erials

Begin o file claims
and repor s

Finali e heal h dep ,
police, ins rance, e c.

Ins rance

e

e ; ceremon

Case b case

2)

C
M
C

Pho os?

HQ No

P

I
G

Inciden repor
S

B

C

e

S

S ra egies for comm nica ing o s aff m s be handled so as o direc l address he si a ion hile a
he same ime no h r ing morale and s aff f nc ion.
1. Use ke messages.
2. Tell ha happened, objec i el , i ho
3. Re ie r les ha

placing blame.

ere in place o pre en his si a ion.

4. Describe he response; praise s aff, if appropria e.
5. E plain ho

hings s and a his poin .

6. Remind hem, We care abo
7. Sho

hem, We r s

8. Ask for ha

o .

o and apprecia e he ork o

e done so far.

o need hem o do, immedia el and in he longer erm.

9. Ha e con in ed igilance.
10. Lock do n comm nica ions; follo confiden iali

g idelines.
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11. Rall as a eam/comm ni ; name and e plain ha he abili
resilience.

o reco er from a se back is

12. Tro bleshoo /problem-sol e he si a ion oge her; pi ch in o he reco er .
13. Talk o campers; pro ide ips on ho
14. Address concerns abo
15. Talk abo

he f

o do so effec i el .

re.

ho changes being made ill affec s aff.

16. Describe policies ha
17. Rei era e safe

ill be pda ed; ask for inp .

ne s, go ernmen compliance, and h

o ha e r les.

18. Pro ide s ppor for grief, g il , or j s feeling bad or no righ .
19. Gi e oppor ni ies for alking or ri ing.
20. Crea e a ri al or ceremon (s gges ha s aff design i ).
21. Offer reso rces books, ebsi es, professionals.
22. Share he sil er lining or lessons learned; find h mor, if possible.
23. Iden if a call o ac ion (if appropria e) o help he s aff feel a par of he sol ion.
S

C

P

Thank o for o r con in ed confidence in s d ring recen da s hen [e plain si a ion]. We ere
able o implemen o r [si a ion] polic immedia el , and e are pleased o repor ha he
circ ms ances are resol ed; in fac , e are alread back o o r reg lar programming. E er one in o r
camp comm ni is feeling safe, as he ha e hro gho he e perience, hanks o he q ick reac ion
and s ppor of o r grea s aff. While o
ill hear personall from o r child abo his e en , e
an ed o gi e o ad ance no ice of he s a s and resol ion for o r immedia e peace of mind.
[Depending on he si a ion, his ne
Pre en ion pro ocols ha
Ho

paragraph sho ld incl de:

ere in place hen he inciden occ rred

he response plan as implemen ed (incl ding par nering i h o r local la enforcemen agenc )

Ass rance of campers safe

and heir feeling of safe , ha hings are back o normal

Lessons learned and changes o policies as a res l ; also a call o ac ion if appropria e]
E en i h camp in f ll s ing,
ha e. O r addi ional sec ri
Abo e all, o r campers kno
he con in e o hri e here a

e are, as al a s, a ailable o ans er an remaining q es ions o ma
meas res are a comfor o bo h campers and s aff, as ell as o s.
he are belonging, learning, and con rib ing in a safe en ironmen , and
Ca holic Yo h S mmer Camp.
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S

M

R

Use plain lang age (so people can search for his opic and find o r page), and a oid spin. While o
can incl de o r side of he s or , hese releases sho ld be fac -based. Yo don an readers o hink
he are being led; ra her, o
an hem o seek o o as he primar so rce of informa ion on he
s bjec .
Con ersa ions sho ld be ongoing. Keep o r informa ion p o da e, and pos reg larl . Be s re o
incl de he follo ing informa ion in each release:
1.

Headline

2.

In ro paragraph, rich i h ke

3.

S ppor ing fac s

4.

Q o e(s) from a hori a i e reso rces

5.

Embeddable m l imedia: ideo, a dio, and images

6.

Yo r (camp s) con ac informa ion incl ding rele an social ne orking addresses

7.

Rele an links

8.

Online area or mailing address for commen s

P

N

ords, rele ance, and con e

D

(s mmar )

C

In addi ion o in ense grief, he dea h of a child engenders an o er helming sense of inj s ice. The
dea h occ rred in a se ing specificall designed o keep children safe, so feelings of insec ri among
s r i ing children and families ma increase. The dea h occ rred nder he s per ision of s rroga e
caregi ers, no paren s, res l ing in in ense g il among direc ors and s aff and in in ense helplessness
among paren s. As one direc or p i , No direc or or s aff member signs p for his e perience, b i s
a risk o ake hen o
alk o he door.
The camp comm ni is s rong and resilien , perhaps niq el s i ed for heal h coping. The personal
e ample of heal h coping among leadership is ha s aff and campers need o follo .
Immedia el Af er a Dea h: Caring for he Deceased and Es ablishing Tracks
1. Care for he Deceased
The direc or ill con ac he indi id al s paren s as soon as possible. This con ac , picall a phone
call, ill be in ense. Direc or ill comm nica e fac s, emphasi e ho sorr e are, ho m ch he child
as lo ed, and ha e ill do ne o s ppor he famil , s ch as facili a e heir ranspor a ion and
lodging as he ra el o camp or he hospi al. If possible and realis ic, consider isi ing he paren s in
person.
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A some poin , repor m s be made o Kno Co n Heal h Depar men . Check i h ins rance agenc
and legal co nsel o find o abo o her obliga ions.
Damasc s ill pro ide con in i of care from on-si e firs aid n il paren s join heir child a he hospi al.
The represen a i e ho is i h he child s bod pro ides a cri ical comm nica ion link o he
organi a ion and he famil . Be s re his person has a cell phone and charger. Consider being presen
i h he bod in shif s a he hospi al if he paren s ra el ime is leng h .
2. Ga her Yo r Crisis Team or Caring Commi ee and Es ablish Tracks
This eam, probabl composed of he camp direc ors, camp n rse or doc or, and o her senior s aff
members, ill con ene righ a a o assign responsibili ies.
One person, mos likel he direc or, sho ld ha e he primar responsibili of con ac ing and being i h
he famil , incl ding siblings, co sins, or o her famil members in camp, and possibl alking i h he
media.
Ano her senior-le el person has he primar responsibili
campers and s aff members needs.

of r nning he camp and a ending o

A hird person ill be in charge of con ac ing all he o her camper paren s. Firs priori is o he paren s
of he o her children in he deceased camper s b nk, cabin, or small gro p. Second priori is o he
o her children in he deceased camper s parish/school. Third priori is o he o her campers in camp.
The con ac s sho ld be phone calls, ra her han e-mails. A hard-cop le er can follo . La er,
Damasc s ma ish o also send informa ional le ers o campers from pre io s and s bseq en
sessions and e en o al mni.
Keep in mind ha hese are hree parallel racks, each of hich has i s o n direc or : orking i h he
famil , r nning he camp, and comm nica ing i h o her paren s and he media. The direc ors of
hese hree parallel racks m s coordina e effor s b also ake responsibili for heir o n rack.
3. S ages of Helping he Comm ni

Heal

Mo rning and Remembrance, S age 1: Begin o Unders and he Tra ma
Ke : Connec ion i h o hers.
E pec and allo a ide range of grief reac ions, incl ding denial, n mbness, shock, regressi e
beha ior, bargaining, sadness, depression, anger, an ie , g il , remorse, and accep ance. If he
camper ho died as npop lar, e pec some ambi alence abo he dea h. All of hese reac ions are
normal, and he do no happen in an predic able order. Repea , Ho e er o feel righ no and in
he coming da s is oka .
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Mos people s bigges need ill be for informa ion. The ill onder, Ho did his happen? or Ho
co ld his ha e happened? Pro iding fac al informa ion, hen o ha e i , and hen o ha e he
famil s permission o share i , ill help people nders and and cope.
Be a are ha some campers and s aff are a grea er risk han o hers: hose ho direc l i nessed he
dea h, sa he bod , or ere in ol ed in adminis ering firs aid; hose ho ere personall close o he
deceased; and hose for hom his loss rekindles grief from a pre io s dea h of someone he ere
close o.
Moni or he possibili of nheal h coping, especiall among s aff, incl ding he se of alcohol or o her
dr gs, o er orking o a oid feelings, isola ion, and blaming hemsel es or o hers. Some s aff ill no
an o ake sched led ime off, b i is impor an he do for o reasons: he need o recharge heir
ba eries, and i is par of rees ablishing a normal ro ine.
4. Begin mo rning and remembrance in a m l iface ed, fle ible a :
Allo campers and s aff o par icipa e or no in ac i i ies, as he feel read .
Cons l i h a men al-heal h professional abo remembrance ac i i ies, s ch as poems, m rals, flags
a half-mas , espers or o her spiri al/religio s ser ices. (F r her along, o ma ha e campers or s aff
members ho o ld like o crea e or lead hese ceremonies.)
Cons l i h a men al-heal h professional abo designing s ppor gro ps ha are appropria e o
indi id als de elopmen al le els, pro imi o he dea h, and o her specific needs.
S rike a balance be een ac i i ies foc sed on he deceased camper and reg lar ac i i ies,
remembering ha bo h kinds of ac i i can be heal h a s of coping i h loss.
5. Mo rning and Remembrance, S age 2: Con in e Unders anding and Healing
Ens re ha co nselors ha e ime o hemsel es, o grie e and o recharge. Gi e hem permission o
grie e in heal h a s ha feel righ o hem.
E pec ha campers and s aff ill begin genera ing ideas for ho bes o commemora e he life of he
deceased camper. This process is normal and heal h . A firs , o sho ld simpl lis en and compile
s gges ions. Do no make has decisions abo he mos meaningf l and sensi i e a o
commemora e he camper n il a fe da s ha e passed and o ha e had he chance o rself o
reflec and o cons l i h o r senior s aff and he camper s famil .
Enco rage heal h s aff effor s o s ppor campers. Being s ppor ed in he job he ere hired o do
ill feel empo ering. Do no allo s aff o o ers ep appropria e bo ndaries i h children. Some imes
ad l s resc e fan asies o er helm heir good j dgmen hen orking i h lnerable children.
6. Enlis he help of men al-heal h professionals o assis

o , he s aff, and he campers.
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Professionals can be helpf l, b al a s gi e people a choice of reso rces. Some campers and s aff
o ld ra her alk i h each o her or he camp direc or, so he grief co nselor, ps chologis , or social
orker ma become a lo -profile cons l an .
Plan some s r c red grie ing led b a professional (e.g., circle ime, balloon releases, memor boards)
and some ns r c red grie ing, here co nselors alk aro nd camp and alk informall i h
home er an s o alk.
Some dela ed s ress reac ions o he camper s dea h ma occ r. Remember, no e er one grie es.
Tho gh f ll consider camper and s aff par icipa ion in o -of-camp f nerals or memorials.
Design an in-camp ser ice o remember he camper. Allo s aff and camper par icipa ion.
Hold reg lar mee ings i h o r senior s aff, and be presen in dail ac i i ies so ha campers and s aff
feel cared for and so o nders and he men al-heal h needs of he camp firs hand.
Gi e o rself ime o grie e. This process is personall painf l and professionall demanding. Yo can
r n on adrenaline for a limi ed ime onl . Ea , sleep, and brea he. Enlis he s ppor of ano her r s ed
camp professional ho can gi e o perspec i e, g idance, and s ppor . Connec .
7. Reconnec ing Wi h Ordinar Life, S age 3: The Rees ablishmen of Self
The core e periences of ra ma are disempo ermen and disconnec ion from o hers. Reco er and
healing req ire empo ermen and connec ion.
Do ha o do bes : R n a n r ring, energe ic, f n-filled camp. Share he responsibili
of o r s aff and campers.
Talk i h and be i h o hers in order o in egra e, o er ime, his e en
are, ha o can do, and ha o r core al es are.

of aking care

i h o r o n sense of ho o

Talk i h paren s abo referrals o professionals for one-on-one rea men if specific campers seem o
be in chronic dis ress or if he are f nc ioning in nheal h a s.
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200.10
CIVILIAN CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS AND CHILD PROTECTION
TRAINING FOR LEADERSHIP AND VOLUNTEERS
All Damascus leadership – age 18 and over – are required to complete a civilian criminal background
check and participate in a Protecting God’s Children training session.
Civilian criminal background checks are completed through the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification
and Investigation (BCII) and must be completed by the first day of one’s service with Damascus.
Anyone who has not been a legal resident of Ohio for the past consecutive 5-years is required to
complete a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) civilian criminal background check. An FBI civilian
criminal background check must at least be in process by the first day of one’s service with Damascus.
The simplest option for checks is to utilize a local fastfinterprints.com location, which will process your
fingerprints for a nominal fee. Please contact them online or by phone for further information.
1. At the time of your check, walk-in or scheduled, you should request a “Diocese of Columbus”
check, either BCI or FBI/BCI.
2. If requested, you should provide them with Code #2151.86 for volunteering.
3. select “parish” as entity type when given the option.
4. and finally, list “St John Neumann” as primary parish. (Our records are associated for the time
being with St John Neumann until more appropriate accommodations are able to be made with the
Diocese of Columbus.)
5. If given an additional option, ask that the results of your check be sent electronically to Diocese of
Columbus, Attention: Regina Quinn, 197 East Gay Street, Columbus, OH 43055.
Your local police department may offer fingerprint processing as an alternative option.
A new background check must be conducted if a Damascus staff person has a significant (more than
1.5 years) gap in their connection and service with Damascus.
Offenses that would prevent someone from serving Damascus include, but are not limited to:
Abduction

Burglary

Aggravated assault

Carrying concealed weapons

Aggravated burglary

Child enticement

Aggravated menacing

Child stealing

Aggravated murder; specific
intent to cause death

Compelling prostitution

Aggravated robbery
Assault

Contributing to the unruliness
or delinquency of a child

Corrupting another with drugs
Corruption of a minor
Disseminating matter harmful
to juveniles
Domestic violence
Endangering children
Failing to provide for
functionally impaired person
Felonious assault
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Felonious sexual penetration
Funding of drug or marijuana
trafficking
Gross sexual imposition
Having a weapon while under a
disability
Illegal administration or
distribution of anabolic steroids
Illegal manufacture of drugs or
cultivation of marijuana
Illegal use of a minor in nudity
orientated material or
performance
Impositioning (now importuning)
Improperly discharging a weapon
at or near a school or dwelling

Interference with custody

Promoting prostitution (children)

Involuntary manslaughter
Kidnapping

Prostitution: after positive HIV
test

Murder

Public indecency

Pandering obscenity

Rape

Pandering obscenity involving
a minor

Robbery

Pandering sexually oriented
matter involving a minor

Sexual imposition

Patient abuse, neglect

Unlawful abortion

Placing harmful objects in
food or confection

Voluntary manslaughter

Sexual battery
Trafficking in drugs

Voyeurism

Possession of drugs (that is not
a minor drug possession
offense)
Procuring

All Damascus leadership must attend a Protecting God’s Children training session prior to their time of
service.
The Protecting God’s Children program includes not only information on the scope of child sexual
abuse, but also contains a plan for its prevention. Damascus leadership who have attended child
sexual abuse awareness programs from other institutions are still required to attend a Protecting God’s
Children training session in the Diocese of Columbus.
If you have already taken Protecting God’s Children in another Diocese, please log in to your account
at virtus.org and post-register for the Diocese of Columbus.
Persons that have participated in a Protecting God’s Children program in another diocese can request
that their former diocese transfer their training record to the Diocese of Columbus.
Due to the sensitive nature of the Protecting God’s Children program, some victims of child sexual
abuse may not feel comfortable attending a Protecting God’s Children training session. Anyone in this
particular situation may request to receive the materials needed for child protection training in an
alternate way. These requests are made through the Diocese of Columbus Safe Environment Office. All
requests for alternate child protection training for victims of child sexual abuse are kept confidential.
Record of BCI and Protecting God’s Children certificates in the possession of Damascus will be
electronically filed and maintained.
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REPORTING ABUSE AND NEGLECT
Child abuse is any non-accidental action that harms a child – whether physical, emotional, verbal,
sexual or by neglect. That includes, but is not limited to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Engaging in sexual activity with a child;
Denial of proper or necessary subsistence, education, medical care, or other care necessary for the
child’s health;
Use of restraint procedures on a child that cause injury or pain;
Administration of prescription drugs or medication without the ongoing supervision of a
licensed physician;
Providing alcoholic beverages or controlled substances;
Commission of any act, other than by accident that threatens or results in any injury or in death to
the child.

It is the responsibility of each member of the Damascus staff (administrative staff, counselor, program
staff, volunteer, etc.) to report immediately to the appropriate community agency any suspected case of
child abuse and/or neglect.
Normally the Director or appointed representative should make the referral.
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ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL ABUSE OF MINORS BY PRIESTS OR DEACONS
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp Inc. secures the services of
seminarians, deacons, and priests from the Diocese of Columbus and other Dioceses. The Diocese of
Columbus has a written policy on the allegations of sexual abuse of minors by priests and deacons, as
well as by other church personnel. This policy complies with and specifies in more detail, the steps
taken in implementing the requirements of canon law, particularly CIC, canons 1717- 1719. A copy of
this policy is filed with the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. Copies of this policy are
available from the Chancery Office.
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PASTORAL CARE FOR PERSONS QUESTIONING SEXUAL IDENTITY
As a Private Association of the Catholic Church, Damascus is radically consumed by the salvation of
souls. It is of the utmost importance that each individual involved in a Damascus program or event be
given the opportunity to enter into an environment of encounter with the person of Jesus Christ. This is
a key to the New Evangelization. It is in and through Jesus that all of the teachings of the Church come
together and their full meaning can be understood. It is for this reason that any pastoral discussion
about Church teaching should be centered in the love of Jesus Christ.
Damascus seeks to be uncompromising in following Church teaching while carrying Jesus’ heart of
compassion for every person. It is from this foundation that Damascus employees or volunteers are
called to respond to the very sensitive issues of sexual identity. In accord with the Catholic Church,
Damascus asserts that men and women are made in the image and likeness of God, and that God
made humans male and female (Genesis 1:27). God thus created the two sexual identities of man and
woman. It is from these identities that gender emerges. As a result, “It needs to be emphasized that
‘biological sex and the socio-cultural role of sex (gender) can be distinguished but not separated.’ ...It is
one thing to be understanding of human weakness and the complexities of life, and another to accept
ideologies that attempt to sunder what are inseparable aspects of reality” (Amoris Laetitia 56). It is by
accepting God's gift of the body, and therefore, sex and gender, that an individual can attain lasting
happiness and “find mutual enrichment” (ibid. 285). It is the belief of Damascus that attempts should be
made to understand the particular situations and complexities of a person’s life who questions his or
her personal sexual identity, but not conform to an “Ideology of Gender Fluidity.” Further resources on
these topics can be found in the USCCB document, “Gender theory”/“Gender ideology” – Select
Teaching Resources. (http://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/marriage-andfamily/marriage/promotion-and-defense-of-marriage/index.cfm)
With this being said, due to the complexity of each individual’s circumstances, a “cookie-cutter”
response is unattainable. In order to help each employee and volunteer of Damascus best love and
serve any potential participant who questions his or her sexual identity, the following Guidelines are
suggested. These are not designed to provide an exact response to every situation. Rather, this list will
help the employee or volunteer to develop a way of responding to persons, not situations.
Guidelines:
1. Ensure, first and foremost, that all individuals are treated with compassion, dignity, and respect, as
is due to them as human persons.
2. On a case-by-case basis, evaluate the specific needs and desires of each individual physically,
psychologically, and spiritually. The following questions are meant to guide this evaluation:
a. What is the specific request of the participant and/or parent/guardian?
b. What is the motivation behind the specific request?
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c. Is this request in accordance with the teachings of the Catholic Church?
d. Is Damascus reasonably able to accommodate the desired request, especially considering
the nature of existing lodging?
e. Does this request restrict the freedom of other participants to engage in the program or
event?
3. Due to the evangelistic nature of Damascus programs, if the desired request does not oppose the
teachings of the Catholic Church, is reasonable, and does not restrict others, every effort will be
made to allow for individuals to enter into programs and events, which are always designed to
provide an encounter with the life-changing love of Jesus Christ.
4. For any additional circumstances or questions, please contact the Director of Pastoral Ministry at
Damascus.
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ADULT AND GROUP LEADER/COUNSELOR RATIOS
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp Inc. follows a strategy of “twodeep” ministry with participants, where at least two adults are present at all camp activities and
situations, wherever possible.
Where a one-to-one activity is required (i.e. pastoral care), such activities should take place in an open
environment. Special attention should be given to provide a safe and confidential forum while following
standards of prudence.
Adult Ratios
An adult is defined as any person who is at least 18 years of age.
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp Inc. will maintain on site a
maximum ratio of one (1) adult per ten (10) minors.
Adults must never share a bed or a private room with a minor. (Except where a parent is serving as an
adult volunteer and there are no other persons sharing the room.)
No adult volunteer should ever enter a minor’s private room unless it is absolutely necessary. If
circumstances require it, the adult volunteer must be accompanied by another adult and the door must
remain open the entire time the adults are present. Both adults should be of the same sex as the
minors in the room. If this is not possible, one male and one female adult may be used.
A minor must never be invited or instructed to enter the private room of an adult.
Group Leader/Counselor Ratios
A counselor or small group leader facilitates a small group of program participants all of whom are the
same gender.
Counselors and group leaders serving high school participants (entering Grades 9-12) should have
graduated from high school (generally 18 years of age or older). Counselors and group leaders serving
middle school participants (entering Grades 6-8) should have completed their junior year of high school
(generally 17 years of age or older).
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp Inc. will maintain a maximum
ratio of one (1) counselor or small group leader per ten (10) participants.
Counselors and small group leaders may never share a bed or a private room with a participant.
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CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LEADERSHIP AND VOLUNTEERS
In order to best protect and affirm the dignity of others the following activities are prohibited for
Damascus and CYSC leadership, counselors, staff, and volunteers:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Any degree of physical, sexual, or romantic relationship or behavior between counselor, staff, or
volunteer and a minor.
Smoking, smokeless tobacco, tobacco products, and possession or use of alcohol or illegal drugs.
Gambling.
Possession or use firearms, fireworks or knives over 3 inches in length. Knives should only be
utilized by staff members or volunteers (not counselors) and only as necessary to aid in their work.
Profanity or sexual humor.
Public displays of intimate affection as well as any relationship or behavior among counselors, staff,
or volunteers that might impact mission, witness, and focus.
Possession or use of pornographic materials or media.
Use of or reference to inappropriate music, movies, videos, shows, lifestyles, habits, etc. Avoid
entertainment that stands contrary to Christian moral life.
Littering or defacing campus property.
Driving of personal automobile on premises when participants are present
Taking any minor in personal vehicle or away from group alone.
Procuring, providing, or using alcohol and/or controlled substances for or with minors.
Unauthorized use of campus activities, facilities, and vehicles.
Leaving campus without express permission from Directors.
Pranks.
Violation of Dress Code (refer to policy 200.44.)

The following guidelines are to be observed by Damascus leadership, counselors, staff, and volunteers:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Work collaboratively with directors and other leadership staff.
Faithfully represent and practice the teachings of the Catholic Church with integrity in word and
action.
Are competent and receive training commensurate with their role(s) and responsibilities.
Respect the diversity of spiritualities among campers and will not make their own personal form of
spirituality normative.
Recognize the dignity of each person and refrain from behaviors or words that are disrespectful of
anyone or any group.
Serve all people without discrimination.
Act to ensure all persons have access to the resources, services and opportunities they require
particularly with regard to special needs or disabilities.
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●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Exercise responsible stewardship of resources while holding themselves to the highest standards of
integrity regarding fiscal matters placed in their trust.
Respect confidentiality.
Adhere to civil and ecclesial law, policy and procedure concerning the reporting of neglect,
suspected abuse or when physical harm could come to the person or to a third party.
Support the rights and roles of parents while ministering to the needs and concerns of minors.
Are aware they have considerable personal power because of their ministerial position. Therefore,
they will sustain respectful ministerial relationships, avoiding manipulation and other abuses of
power.
Model healthy and positive behaviors with minors.
Are to be aware of the signs of physical, sexual, and psychological abuse and neglect.
Are to be aware of their limitations with respect to paraprofessional counseling and make
appropriate referrals to the Director of Counselors or to Directors.
Because participants share same-sex lodging and restroom facilities and regularly engage in
intimate sharing with small group leaders, leaders who publicly identify with same-sex attraction, or
who have recently publicly identified as such, will not be permitted to lodge with minors, and will be
subject to a personalized plan prior to any potential integration into small group leadership.
Are aware of and comply with all applicable policies with special attention to sexual misconduct,
safety, transportation, parental permission, and medical emergency policies.

While this code of conduct applies specifically to the period of service of a counselor, staff or volunteer
with Damascus and CYSC, it can stand as an effective foundation for professional behavior throughout
the year as well. Inappropriate and immoral conduct in any context not only diminishes the ministry of
witness and introduces opportunity for scandal, but it could also result in forfeiture of opportunity for
future involvement with Damascus and CYSC. Special attention should be given to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Avoid procuring, providing, or using alcohol and/or controlled substances for or with minors, or as a
minor.
Avoid immoral public behavior.
Avoid behavior on social media that would be considered inappropriate during your time on mission.
Avoiding lifestyle choices that are contradictory to the teachings of the Catholic Church.
Maintaining faithfulness to the sacramental life of the Catholic Church.
Maintaining a committed prayer life.
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COMMITMENT OF ADHERENCE TO CHURCH TEACHINGS
All individuals who serve in leadership with Damascus Catholic Mission Campus are expected to be
examples of Catholic moral behavior and professionalism. All individuals, regardless of religious
affiliation, are therefore required to abide by the moral values advanced by the teachings of Christ, the
tenets of the Catholic Church, and the policies and regulations of the Diocese of Columbus for
employees and Damascus Catholic Mission Campus. Individuals may be disciplined or terminated for
violations of these standards, or any conduct which appears to reject or offend the teachings, doctrines,
or principles of the Catholic Church. While there may be others not mentioned below, examples of
conduct that may result in termination of employment include:
1. Public support of activities or publicly espousing beliefs contrary to Catholic Church teaching;
2. Public statements disparaging or causing contempt against religion in general or the Catholic
Church in particular;
3. Entry into a marriage which is not recognized by the Catholic Church;
4. Having an abortion or publicly supporting abortion rights;
5. Sexual relations (same or opposite sex) outside the institution of marriage as recognized by the
Catholic Church;
6. Pursuing or publicly supporting in vitro fertilization.
The teachings of the Catholic Church can be found in “The Catechism of the Catholic Church” which is
online at http://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG0015/_INDEX.HTM.
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PARTICIPANT CODE OF CONDUCT AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
In addition to the published code of conduct presented to Damascus and CYSC leadership, counselors,
staff, and volunteers, program participants are also expected to maintain a level of appropriate
behavior. This code of conduct specifies expectations for youth behavior. It also indicates procedures
and corrective measures that should be taken in the case of a violation of these expectations.
The participant code of conduct is presented to students in such a way so as to build the effectiveness
of Damascus and CYSC programs. As such, it is usually presented to students by members of the
program staff in an orientation skit or video. The content covered in this presentation includes but may
not be limited to:
1. Participants may not leave an event prior to conclusion unless accompanied by an adult leader or
parent/guardian.
2. The possession or use of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, or weapons of any kind is not permitted.
3. Participants must heed directions of counselors, staff, volunteers, or other appointed leadership.
4. Participants must respect the rights and property of others. Damage to or defacing of property will
be the financial responsibility of the participants involved and the participant’s parents/legal
guardians.
5. Participants must uphold the dignity of others. Inappropriate jokes or language, dress, public
display of intimate affection or attraction, and possession or use of pornographic materials or
media is prohibited. Refer also to policy 200.82 on bullying.
6. Because participants share same-sex lodging and restroom facilities, children who publicly identify
with same-sex attraction will not be permitted to lodge at camp.
7. For the safety and well being of all, participants must register and lodge with individuals of their
biological gender in assigned male or female lodging. Language, dress, or materials that suggest
identification with something other than this biological gender are not permitted.
8. Unless otherwise specified, no activity elements are to be used when not in session.
Since the essence of Christian discipline is self discipline, youth must be free to choose one form of
behavior over another. In choosing to behave or misbehave a youth takes upon him/herself the
consequences of that chosen behavior.
Damascus and CYSC leadership, counselors, staff and volunteers, in order to preserve a truly safe
environment within the scope of our programs, have a responsibility to take corrective action if
participant behavior contradicts the expectations listed above. In correcting participant behavior, be
sure to observe the following:
1. No physical punishment will be enforced. (running, push ups, sit ups, etc…)
2. Never lay a disciplinary hand on any individual, in any way, for any reason.
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3. A situation requiring correction is an opportunity to witness to an individual and as such should
begin with a personal conversation. Address the observed or reported behavior, establish a plan
for change, and be positive and affirming. The goal of interior conversion should be maintained in
any corrective action.
4. Encourage reconciliation with an offended party if applicable.
5. In any situation requiring correction of a participant, Directors of Counselors or Directors should be
notified in order to determine whether further action is necessary. Possible further action may
include a parent conference, and/or suspension from activities.
Failure to abide by Participant Code of Conduct may result in a request to parents/guardians, to
transport offending participants from the premises, and the parents/guardians shall immediately comply
with the request. Since the Church supports the dignity of persons of all ages, corporal punishment in
any form is never an acceptable form of punishment.
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STAFF DAYS OFF CODE OF CONDUCT
Outside of typical program times, Damascus and CYSC leadership, counselors, staff, and volunteers,
program participants are also expected to maintain a level of appropriate behavior that preserves an
environment of accountability and safe enjoyment on campus. This code of conduct specifies
expectations for behavior of summer staff during days off and year-round staff during off-program days.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Summer leaders are considered off-duty after completing all assigned tasks for campus reset on
Fridays following camp program (typically before 5pm) through Saturday staff retreat which begins
at 6:30pm.
Staff members will have the option to stay on or off campus. Any visitors who would like to visit
campus must be cleared through the permission of director on site, and sign a liability release prior
to entering campus.
During time off, no meals will be prepared for individuals who are on campus. With the permission
of kitchen manager, leftovers may be reheated and made available.
Adventure activities will not be open during off hours
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

Swimming will be permitted with an assigned lifeguard on duty following all guard protocol.
Climbing wall use will be permitted as long as two staff members are present following all
activity safety protocol.
Other activities may be made available by the express permission of a director when used
as documented training sessions.
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DRESS CODE
1. During Damascus programs and CYSC, all leadership, counselors, staff, and volunteers are to wear
their camp/staff shirts and neat shorts or pants during camper check in and camper check out.
Shirts and shorts should be fresh and cleaned (pressed if needed). Shoes with socks are required
during check-in and out as well. Nice and clean flip flops or sandals may be worn only if proper
grooming and care have been taken and feet are clean. Men are to be shaven. (Neat and clean
when opening and closing is the standard.)
2. Footwear are to be worn at all times to prevent cuts and injury.
3. Shirts are to be worn by men at all times except when appropriate for activity participation.
(paint/mud/water…)
4. Clothing is to be modest, dignified, and appropriately suited to activities.
a. Spaghetti straps, short shorts (5 inch inseam is a good standard), midriff, revealing shirts,
and open back tops are prohibited.
b. Shirts that are considered undergarments are prohibited when worn as outer layer.
Leggings/Yoga pants should only be worn with special attention paid to modest/dignified
presentation (longer top/shorts/skirt that covers the hips are super trendy and usually a good
idea).
c. If sleeveless shirts are worn, they must not reveal the chest or bra.
d. One piece suits or modest tankini style suits for swimming and aquatic activities are required
for ladies. Trunks are required for men.
e. It may be appropriate to wear compression shorts under loose fitting shorts to avoid
awkward moments. (climbing harnesses/impromptu headstands and zipline inversions/living
the adventure)
5. Articles of clothing that display profanity, products or slogans that promote alcohol, drugs, sexuality,
or indecency are prohibited.
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DAMASCUS MISSIONARY RESIDENT ALCOHOL USE
Damascus missionaries are not required to abstain from alcohol use. However, the following
restrictions are enforced:
1. State law forbids the consumption of alcohol by those under the age of 21. This law will be
observed without exception.
2. Alcohol must be stored in communal refrigerator or storage.
3. Alcohol can only be consumed in communal context, as communicated and agreed upon in
advance by assigned household leader.
4. Alcohol should never be consumed to excess or in a way that would impair future planned driving or
Damascus associated leadership.
5. Damascus missionaries will be invited to provide peer accountability to safe behavior around
alcohol consumption.
6. Alcohol can only be consumed within household area/environment. Alcohol consumption is not
generally permitted on Damascus campus without express permission.
7. Under no circumstances will photos or images be taken or posted to social media accounts
displaying consumption of alcohol by missionaries or staff members.
8. This policy pertains only to missionaries and staff members living on Damascus property out of
camp season. Summer missionary policies pertaining the consumption of alcohol prohibit storage
or use of alcohol on campus outside of communal events arranged by camp directors.
Damascus missionaries who are of legal drinking age are expected to handle use of alcohol with
respect and maturity. This includes avoiding language that exalts “drinking” together. This also means
that those members of legal drinking age should avoid using alcohol in a way that causes disunity
(especially among those who may choose not to drink, who may struggle with substance abuse, and
those who are underage) and an overly exclusive approach to socializing as missionaries together.
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APPLICATION, INTERVIEWING, TRAINING, AND HIRING OF LEADERSHIP
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp depends on the work of many
talented individuals in accomplishing the various needs of the organization and in order to effectively
accomplish our ministry goals. In order that we maintain an ongoing commitment to our organizational
Mission and Values, individuals interested in serving on Mission will be required to follow a standard
process in order to serve with the organization.
The process of Screening all Damascus and CYSC leadership typically includes, but may not be limited
to:
1. Prior to application, job expectations are clearly outlined in an available job description.
2. Individuals must complete online application process using the following general instructions:
a. Register on the Damascus/CYSC application website utilizing the “Document Center.” If you
have an account from a previous year, please feel free to use your previous account
information. If you can’t remember your login info, click the link on the account login page and it
will be emailed to you.
b. Both the “Staff Application” and 2 sections of the medical form are available in the CYSC
Document Center linked above. Once begun, they are available under your personal account
(click on your name) in your account page.
c. Complete Short Answer Questions (first time applicants only.) Complete the Short Answer
Questions form that you will find in the document center (in the bar on the left hand side of your
account page).
d. References (first time applicants only.) First time applicants must request and secure three
(3) personal references. The following are suggested:
i.Parish Priest or Parish Youth Minister
ii.School Teacher, Coach, Employer or other School Activity/Club Advisor/Leader (Not
applicable to adults age 21 or over who are not college students.)
iii.Adult (age 21+) who is not a relative (Adults age 21 or over who are not college students
are requested to obtain 2 references in this category.)
Please direct your potential references to our online reference form. There they will be
able to fill out the form online. (Your potential reference will have to create their own
personal account that will be used to submit their recommendation. They will simply
indicate your name in the form that they submit through their own account.) Individuals
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are informed as to expectations and requirements for BCI deadline for completion
(before first day of service)
3. Individuals are informed as to expectations and requirements for Protecting God’s Children
Workshop deadline for completion (before first day of service)
4. All individuals are required to participate in a personal interviews with Directors of Counselors,
Director, or Board Representative.
5. All individuals are required to participate in Training.
Individuals employed by Damascus and CYSC will be be hired in accordance with appropriate Federal
and State guidelines including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Collection of form I-9
Maintaining a copy of Personal ID
Collection of Direct Deposit information for electronic payment
Filing of form W-4
Filing of Ohio Tax Withholding form
Filing of appropriate Payroll Information
Distribution of Staff Manual
Verification of receipt of current job description
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DOCUMENTATION OF CORRECTION
In the case of a violation of Damascus Catholic Mission Campus Code of Conduct or failure to abide by
the Damascus Missionary Mindset, correction of a staff member or volunteer may be required. If
correction is required, the following should be observed:
1. Correction should come from immediate supervisor after consultation with leadership team. If
serious matter, immediate supervisor may escalate matter to Director
2. Do not use need to corroborate on correction as an excuse to gossip. Hold others accountable to
this standard
3. Prior to facilitating correction, intercede for the individual, and ask God to give you a heart for
his/her potential, value, and plan
4. If you are in a place of emotional heightened response to the individual needing correction, consider
handing off to another leader to discourage bias
5. Correction should be mutually agreed upon, documented using the form on the following page, and
filed with Executive Director
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NOTICE AND PLAN OF CORRECTION
What negative behavior has taken place?

What are the expected changes to this behavior that must be made?

When must this behavior be modified?

What will result if this behavior is not modified?

____________________________________
Missionary/Employee signature and date

____________________________________
Pastoral leader/Supervisor signature and date
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APPLICATION AND INTERVIEWING OF PARTICIPATING PRIESTS
Damascus, home of Catholic Youth Summer Camp, as an apostolate is deeply rooted in the
Sacramental life of the Catholic Church through daily Mass, Reconciliation, and Eucharistic Adoration.
Each aspect of CYSC is designed to lead the campers and staff into a deeper encounter with the
person of Jesus Christ. It is only in partnership with our priests and bishops that these encounters are
made possible. It is the desire of Damascus to protect both the youth that attend and all of its chaplains
in the midst of the current climate of the Church. It is for this reason that all new* chaplains will be
asked to participate in an interview process.
This process of Interviewing all Damascus and CYSC participating Priests typically includes, but may
not be limited to:
1.

Prior to interview, expectations are clearly outlined in an available chaplain role description.

2.

Individuals must participate in an in-person, or face-to-face video conference interview conversation
(Skype, FaceTime, ZOOM, etc.) Audio only interviews are NOT permissible.

3.

Provide two (2) written references, along with phone numbers, with which leadership can follow up.
These references should include:

4.

3.1.

A brother priest (someone in their diocese or community)

3.2.

A ministry partner (someone who has seen them in active ministry)

Along with references, every priest** must provide a letter of suitability from the Bishop of their
diocese.

* “New” here refers to any priest who has never served as a chaplain. If a priest has not been a
chaplain previously, even those within our own diocese, they must engage this process. All priests who
have served as chaplains previously are grandfathered into this policy.
** Note: every priest, even previous chaplains, must provide an annual letter of suitability if they are
from outside the Diocese of Columbus.
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PARENTAL OBSERVATION AND OTHER VISITORS
Parents, Pastors, Youth Ministry Coordinators, and other Visitors are always welcomed to tour, observe
any activity sponsored by Damascus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp or to visit missionary or staff
residents on site. Although the right to observe programs will never be denied, efforts will be made to
create an environment where young people are safe and comfortable fully engaging.
In the case that a visitor intends to tour Damascus, the following procedure should be followed:
1. Advance notice should be given to the Directors on site and/or leadership staff. At least 24 hours of
advance notice will allow staff to coordinate schedules of any individual or group on site in such a
way so as to minimize negative impact to investment in programming, to respect group dynamics,
and to facilitate a positive experience for the visitor(s).
2. All visitors on site will meet with Directors and/or leadership staff, sign in at the camp office or lodge
conference room, sign a liability release, and be accompanied by Director, leadership staff or
appropriate delegated individual.
3. Visitor will be welcomed, provided with a hospitable environment throughout the time of the visit or
observation, and signed out at time of departure.
4. Any adult that is seen on premises without a visitor badge or lanyard or staff accompaniment should
be approached and directed or escorted to the main office by an available staff member or
volunteer.
In the case that an individual intents to visit Damascus resident missionary staff, the following
procedure should be followed:
1. Advance notice should be given to household leaders. At least 24 hours of advance notice will allow
household leader to coordinate schedules of any individual or group on site in such a way so as to
minimize negative impact to investment in programming, household dynamics, to respect group
dynamics, and to facilitate a positive experience for the visitor(s).
2. All visitors on site will meet with missionary staff resident and sign in at the camp office or lodge
conference room, sign a liability release, and be accompanied by resident staff member.
3. Visitor will be welcomed, provided with a hospitable environment throughout the time of the visit or
observation, and signed out at time of departure.
4. If overnight accommodations are required, they can be arranged in missionary housing, or if
available, can be requested from Guest Experience Coordinator. Friend/family guest
accommodations can be provided free of charge for up to one night when available. Missionary staff
resident takes full responsibility for setup, cleaning, and shut down of all accommodations.
In the case that a parent or other adult visitor intends to visit Damascus during scheduled programs or
during camp, the following procedure should be followed:
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1. Advance notice should be given to the Directors on site and/or leadership staff. At least 24 hours of
advance notice will allow staff to coordinate schedules of any individual or group to be observed in
such a way so as to minimize negative impact to investment in programming, to respect group
dynamics, and to facilitate a positive experience for the visitor(s).
2. All visitors on site will meet with Directors and/or leadership staff, sign in at the camp office, and be
accompanied by Director, leadership staff or appropriate delegated individual.
3. For the duration of visit, guests will wear a visitor badge or lanyard.
4. Visitor will be welcomed, provided with a hospitable environment throughout the time of the visit or
observation, and signed out at time of departure.
5. Any adult that is seen on premises without a visitor badge or lanyard should be approached and
directed or escorted to the main office by an available staff member or volunteer.
Any questions with regard to the Visitor procedure should be directed to Directors.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY OF PARTICIPANTS AND EMERGENCY PROTOCOLS
The health and safety of all participants, youth and adult, is of the utmost importance in adhering to the
Damascus and CYSC Mission and Values. Accordingly, great effort is taken to be certain that dangers
to health and safety are able to be easily identified and that aid is able to be coordinated through
internal health resources, and also through the local community.
Copies of Emergency Procedures are posted in main staff office, first aid room, and are included in staff
handbook. Emergency phone numbers and directions are posted in first aid room. If none are
available, dial 911 in case of emergency.
Prior to the participation of any individual in any programs, the participant, or Parent or guardian in the
case of a participant under the age of 18, will be required to complete an medical information form,
medical insurance form, and agree to a Permission, Indemnification and Release, and Medical Power
of Attorney.
Damascus and CYSC utilize the services of a volunteer health professional during all camp sessions.
In the case of any emergency, injury should reported to the Nurse or Doctor on site as well as Directors
on site.
In cases of specific emergency, the following procedures should be followed:
Accidents and Injuries
1. If a person is injured and cannot walk or feels pain when walking, is bleeding badly or, cannot move
arms or legs or feels numb or paralyzed or is unconscious, a staff member or, if necessary, a pair of
responsible campers should be sent to summon the nurse first or most senior administrator
currently on campus. Do not move the individual.
2. A leader should remain with the injured party and should keep the victim calm and lying down.
Leadership should administer basic first aid or if necessary, CPR.
3. On arrival the nurse or most senior administrator should assume control and take any steps felt
necessary to care for the injured including calling 911 if necessary.
4. The leader present when the injury occurred should complete an incident report form as soon after
the incident as possible and submit it to the Director.
5. Director will attempt to make contact with parents of injured individual.
Inclement Weather
See Inclement Weather Policy 200.83
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Fire
1. If an uncontrolled fire is spotted a runner should immediately be sent to notify the most senior
administrator currently on camp. That staff member will be considered the person in charge.
2. The person in charge should then:
a. Instruct leaders to gather and account for participants.
b. If anyone is missing, the person in charge should be notified immediately.
3. At the same time the person in charge should:
a. Dial 911, if a participant is missing be sure to notify
b. Direct that all participants move to an area away from the fire where a leader will be
assigned to provide some quiet programming
c. Send a runner to the campus entrance to direct the emergency personnel
4. If a person is missing, the person in charge should assign any available leaders to search areas of
the camp such as housing areas, bathrooms, etc…
5. Everyone should remain in the designated area until the person in charge gives further instructions.
6. In order to communicate the safety of individuals to their parents, it may be appropriate to send
emergency updates by email or social media.
Missing Swimmer Plan for Waterfront
See Waterfront Safety Policy 200.84
Missing Person Search and Rescue (non-waterfront)
1. A routine search usually turns up most missing persons.
2. If after a routine search of one's living or activity area a person is determined to be still missing and
unaccounted for, that fact should immediately be reported to the most senior leader currently on
campus who will then be considered the person in charge. The person in charge will want to know
the details concerning any unusual circumstances at the time of that person's disappearance (e.g.,
was upset, was chasing frogs, went for a walk in the woods, etc.).
3. The person in charge will mobilize any necessary search and rescue procedure. Group leaders
should remain with their assigned groups and engage in normal activities unless the person in
charge requests their help and arranges for alternate supervision of their group. Normally, initial
search and rescue procedures will be conducted by leaders not having direct responsibility for
supervision of participants according to the procedures outlined below:
a. Interviewing those who last saw the missing person.
b. Searching the area where person was last seen.
c. Covering the search area and calling the person's name.
d. Searchers should pause and be silent periodically to listen for possible response.
e. If missing person is not located within 1/2 hour, searchers should return to office.
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f.

If it is determined that all areas have been sufficiently searched and the person has not
been located, dial 911.
g. The Director on site will assume primary contact with the authorities, notify the parents,
Board of Directors, and insurance representative.
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THREATS TO WELFARE AND SAFETY
No leader or participant will use, possess, handle, transmit or conceal any object which is or can be
considered a weapon or instrument of violence. Objects which are explosive or incendiary in nature, or
any object reasonably determined to be a threat to the safety or security of any person, are prohibited
at Damascus Catholic Mission Campus.
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BULLYING
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp Inc. will not tolerate any
bullying of participants, leaders, campers, counselors, staff, or volunteers on campus grounds or at any
other activity on or off site.
Bullying is a pattern of abuse over time and involves a camper being “picked on”. Bullying includes
physical intimidation or assault; extortion; oral or written threats; teasing; putdowns; name-calling;
threatening looks, gestures, or actions; cruel rumors; false accusations; and social isolation.
Damascus expects all leadership and volunteers who observe or become aware of an act of bullying to
take immediate, appropriate steps to intervene. If a leader believes that his/her intervention has not
resolved the matter, or if the bullying persists, he/she shall report to a director for further investigation.
Damascus expects all persons who become aware of an act of bullying on camp grounds or at any
other activity on or off site will report it to the Director for further investigation. Directors may contact
parents/legal guardians of the aggressor and the victim. This investigation may include interviews with
participants or leaders and reviewing records.
Consequences for persons who bully others should include counseling, parent conference, and/or
suspension from activities depending on the results of the investigation.
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INCLEMENT WEATHER
To ensure safety for participants and leaders in the midst of inclement weather, the following guidelines
should be observed. These guidelines vary based on the danger of lightning strike, as well as the
difficulty of performing effective and efficient activity evacuation.
Rain
Light Rain - Continue at activity leader discretion.
Heavy Rain - Pack up. Excepting paintball and Ultimate Capture the Flag.
Wind
In the case of strong winds, activity leader may choose to discontinue activity. Ropes Activities and
Blob Tower are the most likely to be impacted by winds over 20mph.
Lightning/Storm
Water Activities - Within 30 miles, close water activities. Wait until 30 minutes after last lightning to reengage at leader discretion.
Ropes Activities - Within 15 miles, close ropes activities. Wait until 15 minutes after last lightning to reengage at leader discretion.
Walking Activities/Ground - Within 5 miles, move to shelter. Wait until 15 minutes after last lightning to
re-engage at leader discretion.
In the case that inclement weather is anticipated, one staff member will be identified as the individual
responsible for storm progress tracking and for lightning proximity notification. This tracking should be
performed using a lightning tracker that is capable of alerting the user to lightning strikes in real time
and at a specified distance. This individual is the one responsible for making the call to evacuate, and
communicating that information via radio, mobile phone, or "runner."
With this technology, there is actual data as to how far out the strikes are and staff can be aware and
prepare for evacuation even if you can't hear thunder or see lightning. Conversely, if you hear thunder
and the strike miles away, you are not forced into evacuating activities unless the strikes and storms
are moving closer.
If at any point an activity leader suspects impending danger of a storm, and has not prepared
adequately, or a responsible party has not been assigned, the responsibility for action falls on that
particular activity leader.
In most cases, at water activities, the head lifeguard will serve as the responsible party who will
determine lightning and storm direction and proximity, as well as any necessary plan for evacuation.
Plans have been developed in consultation with American Red Cross, The National Lightening Safety
Institute, and Phoenix Experiential Design.
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WATERFRONT SAFETY
Waterfront Guidelines
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The beach supervisor will maintain the “buddy system” making sure each swimmer is matched up
with 1 or 2 buddies.
The beach supervisor will ensure all swimmers are aware of the waterfront safety rules.
Each group leader will make sure his/her group stays together at one water front activity (moving as
a group from one activity to another.)
Each group leader will ensure his/her group is correctly outfitted with proper life jacket for the
designated waterfront activities.
Each group leader will complete continuous visual checks making sure all participants are safe.
Each group leader will know the location of each of his/her participants at all times.
The head lifeguard will conduct a buddy check every 30 minutes.

Lifeguard Guidelines
●
●
●
●

Head Lifeguard will set guard rotation schedule and provide regular practices.
Following their lifeguard training, all lifeguards will be vigilant in their constant attentiveness to their
assigned duties, thus preventing accidents and emergencies.
All lifeguards will carry the rescue tube or other designated life saving equipment, along with their
whistle and pack containing their rescue breathing mask.
All lifeguards will consistently utilize the following designated signals: 1 short whistle to gain
attention of camper or staff; 1 long whistle for buddy check; 2 long whistles for buddy check; 3 long
whistles for emergency and clearing of the water.

Waterfront Safety Rules for Participants
●
●
●
●
●

Always stay as a group at each activity.
Always wear a life jacket at designated activities and have your group leader make sure it is the
right size and is secured properly.
Always be within ten feet of your “buddy.”
If you ever lose sight of your buddy, IMMEDIATELY TELL YOUR LEADER OR LIFEGUARD
Wherever you are when the Buddy Check Whistle blows, you have 5 seconds to grab your buddy’s
hand hold it in the air and remain silent.
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Waterfront Emergency Action Plan (No additional Resuscitative Care is Needed)
Rescuer Action:
●
●
●

●
●
●

Signal (2 long whistles)
Rescue
Victim okay – No additional care needed
○ Report, advise, release
○ Equipment check and corrective action
Return to duty
Other Lifeguard(s) assist with back-up surveillance coverage
Additional leadership assist with clearing the zone area if no additional lifeguards are available for
surveillance

EAP (Additional Resuscitative Care is Needed)
Rescuer Action :
1. Signal (2 long whistles)
2. Rescue
3. Victim needs emergency care
a. Provide emergency care
b. Report, advise, release
c. Equipment check and corrective action
4. Return to Duty
5. Other Lifeguard(s) assist with back-up surveillance coverage, the water or land rescue and
providing emergency care, back-up zone coverage or clearing the area
6. Additional leadership assist with summoning EMS, bringing additional equipment, if necessary,
clearing the area, controlling the crowd, meeting EMS personnel
If the victim was treated for serious injuries or illness one of the camp directors or next in command will
be notified and direct the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Deciding to close the waterfront
Contacting family members
Contacting Board of Directors and Insurance representative
Handling the informing of other participants
Reviewing and reporting the incident details
Operational debriefings
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Missing Swimmer Plan for Waterfront
If it is suspected that a swimmer is missing, the head lifeguard should take the following steps
immediately.
1. Signal (3 long whistles.) All leaders help clear the water.
2. Group leaders gather their participants to verify if anyone is missing
If the missing swimmer is accounted for, waterfront activities can begin.
If the missing swimmer is not accounted for, the head lifeguard takes the following actions immediately:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Instruct 4 lifeguards to quickly put on fins and goggles and begin Deep-water line search.
Instruct two lifeguards to check under water recreation floats.
Instruct other lifeguards and other staff to perform shallow-water search.
Instruct other staff to check bathrooms, cabins and other possible areas the swimmer may have
wandered.
Instruct group leaders to take participants away from the water and sit quietly.
Instruct staff person to call one of Directors or designee.
Instruct staff person to call the camp nurse.
If the missing person is not found quickly, instruct leader to call EMS and this person meets EMS at
the campus entrance, keeping in touch with waterfront by cell phone or walkie talkie so that if there
is any change in status, they can immediately notify EMS.
If missing person is found and resuscitative care is needed the closest lifeguard will provide
emergency care until EMS arrives and takes over.

If the individual is treated for serious injuries or if injuries result in death at the waterfront, a Director or
designee will direct the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Closing of the waterfront
Contacting family members
Contacting the Board of Directors and Insurance representative
Handling the informing of other leaders and participants
Reviewing and reporting the incident details
Operational debriefings

Missing Person Search and Rescue (non-waterfront)
See Health and Safety Policy 200.80
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BEDBUGS
Bed bugs are reddish-brown, oval, and flat — about the size of an apple seed. Bed bugs are insects;
more specifically, they are "True Bugs," which have piercing mouthparts that in most species are used
for feeding on plants. Unfortunately, there are some species of bugs with mouthparts that have been
adapted to feed on human blood while inflicting very little pain (most never feel the bed bug feeding).
The eggs are white and about 1 mm long. The nymphs look like adults but are smaller. Complete
development from egg to adult takes from four weeks to several months depending on the temperature
and amount of food available.
Inspect
In the case of suspicion that someone at Damascus/Catholic Youth Summer Camp has been bitten by
bed bugs, service staff will thoroughly examine crevices in walls, mattresses, and furniture. They will
perform inspections during day and at night when bed bugs are active. Examining during the day most
likely will not be useful. They will look for:
●
●
●

Dark specks. Typically found along mattress seams, these specks could be bedbug excrement.
Empty exoskeletons. Bed bugs molt five times before becoming adults. These empty skins are light
brown.
Bloody smears. You may find small smears of blood on the sheets/sleeping bags where an
engorged bed bug might have been accidentally crushed.

Since bed bugs can disperse throughout a building, the entire cabin will be searched.
Treatment
Bedbug treatment will be initiated through a professional pest control company.
Prevention
Mattresses will be sanitized at the end of every retreat/camp session in order to deter breeding space.
Additionally, “bedbug proof” mattresses are used in all campus buildings.
Communication
Communication will be made to parents and families as soon as infestation is identified. This will be
communicated using the following example letter:

Date
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Dear Camper Parent,
Your child’s health and safety is our number one concern here at Catholic Youth Summer Camp. In an
effort to keep you well informed and continue to foster good communication between us and our
camper families, I am writing to make you aware that we have recently discovered the existence of bed
bugs in <CABIN OR OTHER BUILDING NAME> on campus.
Corrective measures were immediately conducted in accordance with our camp policy 200.84,
including extermination by a professional pest control company. <OR EXPLAIN THE MEASURES
THAT WERE TAKEN>
It is important that you also be aware of what to watch for and what to do in case any bed bugs were
carried back home. An adult bed bug is very small (¼” long) and reddish-brown with an oval flattened
body. They are parasites and can be found in bird nests, on bats and other mammals, and can
occasionally be found in firewood. They also may be found in bedding or in the cracks or crevices of a
bed frame. They prefer dark places. They can be spread through direct and indirect contact. Their
bite may be confused with that of a mosquito; they have a tendency to last longer than a normal
mosquito bite but are usually no more serious.
It is recommended as a precautionary measure that you hot-water wash and carefully inspect all of your
child’s bedding and clothing that were brought home from camp. Another excellent prevention method
is to place all your child’s bedding & clothing into a black plastic garbage bag, then put it out in the hot
sun for a day as heat can kill this pest. Examine your child for any bites that have a white-appearance
with a red dot. Also watch for complaints of intense itching. If any of these symptoms occur, there is
no need for alarm, but you might want to contact your family physician. For more information about the
symptoms, abatement measures, and prevention techniques regarding bed bugs, the American Camp
Association has an excellent resource at http://www.acacamps.org/knowledge/health/diseases/bedbugs
Please know that health and safety are always the number one priority of Catholic Youth Summer
Camp. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me directly at <Phone> or <email>.
Sincerely yours,
Camp Director
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WORKING WITH INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS AND DISABILITIES
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp, to align with organizational
mission and values, is committed to working to establish a faith-filled experience for all program
participants, particularly those with special needs. We believe individuals with disabilities should, in the
words of St. John Paul II, “be welcomed by society, and according to their abilities, integrated into it as
full members.” In order to facilitate this process, the following procedure should be followed to assist
families in communicating their needs, desires, and concerns for the their future camper or volunteer,
as well as understanding their potential financial obligations. Even if a family has communicated a plan
for service in past years, it will be helpful to re-engage in this process annually to be sure that
appropriate opportunity is provided.
1. Inform CYSC of individual’s interest in participation and describe individual’s special need.
Historically, we have found that we are best able to provide accommodations and services if we know
about your child’s special need prior to coming to camp. The sooner this communication begins, the
better prepared we will be. Please notify our Director of Counselors, Monica Richards
(monica@cysc.com).
2. Meet with our Director of Counselors, Monica Richards. While CYSC works to meet the needs of
all potential participants, our organization is limited with regard to the scope of supportive services we
are able to provide. A meeting with the interested individual and a family member is needed to
determine whether CYSC is able to provide an environment that is well suited for his/her participation.
Accommodating for the physical, emotional, and spiritual well being of this individual is our primary
goal.
In preparation for this meeting, the parent should also provide the Director of Counselors with an IEP
and Behavioral Plan if one has been developed. After this preliminary meeting has taken place, CYSC
reserves the right to refrain from accepting the individual’s registration if the individual’s needs are
unable to be met in a way that is determined best serves both the ministry of CYSC and the individual.
3. The Director of Counselors will prepare an individualized camp plan. If the family and/or the
organization believe an aide is needed to help facilitate the individual’s experience at CYSC, the family
will be responsible to arrange an aide to accompany the individual at camp. Depending on the nature of
the disability, CYSC may require that the aide be certified and may request a meeting with the aide
prior to camp. All aides will be required to have filed a BCI background check, and have record of
having attended a Protecting God’s Children class.
4. During camp week, Director of Counselors will have daily check-ins with the
camper/volunteer and/or the camper’s/volunteer’s aide.
5. Financial Policy for special needs campers/volunteers. Financial obligations that may be
incurred by CYSC participants comprise of a combination of 3 categories:
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A. Participant fee - cost for campers and volunteers ($495)
B. Aide fee - cost for camper aide or volunteer aid participation is covered in participant fee ($0)
C. Aide Compensation - CYSC formally provides no compensation to Aides, as they do not serve as
CYSC employees. Any compensation to aide must come from the family of the individual and/or any
employing agency in coordination with the hiring family. The family is (typically) the sole contact with
this aide and in most cases, the aide does not have a prior relationship with CYSC.
TOTAL Example: For a camper or volunteer with special needs, in most cases, total cost to the family
(and/or sponsoring parish) would be $495 plus any aide compensation arrangement.
6. Financial Support. Recognizing that the cost of participating in CYSC, especially in combination
with the services of an aide, may be challenging to some families, we would like to offer the following
suggestions for financial support.
First, for any participating camper at CYSC, if financial support is necessary, we encourage you to
utilize our campership application though the process of your registration to apply for campership
assistance.
Additional funding may be available through your local children and families first council or through
Arch, a statewide organization. http://archrespite.org/search-for-respite.
Also often times local parish or charitable organizations i.e. K of C, women’s clubs, lions, rotary,
kiwansis may be willing to help in providing additional assistance.
John Paul II. (1999, December 4). Address of the Holy Father to the congress on integration of disabled children. Retrieved December 12, 2005, from
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/speeches/1999/december/documents/hf_jpii_spe_04121999_cong-pc-family_en.html
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ACCOUNTABILITY OF LEADERSHIP AND VOLUNTEERS
All Damascus leadership and volunteers are accountable to the Executive Directors and to the
Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp, Inc. Board of Directors in
implementing the policies established in this manual.
In the case of violation of the policies established in this manual, Damascus and CYSC camp directors
will have authority to take corrective action, with possible consequences up to and including dismissal
from the volunteer position or termination of employment. Such conduct may also give rise to other
actions, including civil lawsuits.
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HARASSMENT POLICY AND DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES
Harassment can take many forms. Harassment is verbal or physical conduct that embarrasses,
denigrates, or shows hostility toward a person because of his/her race, color, religion, gender, sex,
national origin, age or disability or other protected characteristics. It does not include compliments of a
socially acceptable nature.
It is the policy of Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth Summer Camp, Inc. to
maintain a spiritually enriching environment, in all programs and activities, free of all forms of
harassment and intimidation. No program participant, leader, or volunteer should be subject to unlawful
harassment in any form, and specifically not to unsolicited and/or unwelcome sexual overtures or
conduct, either verbal or physical.
Conduct which constitutes sexual harassment is prohibited. Sexually harassing conduct includes, but is
not limited to, the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unwelcomed and/or offensive sexual flirtation, advances, propositions;
Continued or repeated verbal abuse of a sexual or gender-based nature;
Explicit or degrading sexual or gender-based comments about another individual or his or her
appearance;
The display or circulation of sexually explicit or suggestive writing, pictures or objects;
Any offensive or physical conduct which shows hostility or aversion toward an individual because of
gender or sex;
Graffiti of sexual nature;
Touching oneself sexually or talking about one’s sexual activity in front of others;
Spreading rumors about or categorizing others as to sexual activity.

Sexual harassment is not limited to conduct that is sexual in nature – it also includes harassment that is
based on gender. Gender-based harassment, which is also prohibited, is conduct that would not occur
except for the sex of the person involved. An example would be referring to an individual by or as a
body part or a demeaning sex-based term, or treating people differently because of their gender. The
same prohibitions apply with regard to inflammatory or offensive comments or conduct which is based
upon other personal differences. In short, working relationships between all individuals must be based
on mutual respect.
Sexual harassment also includes the taking of, or refusal to take, any personal or other action on the
basis of a person’s submission to or refusal of sexual overtures. No person should so much as imply
that an individuals “cooperation” or submission to unwelcome sexual activity will have any effect on the
individual’s standing, service to or participation in Damascus or Catholic Youth Summer Camp.
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Not all physical conduct is necessarily considered sexual in nature. (For example, a leader hugging a
participant after an accomplishment, consoling a person with an injury would not be considered sexual
conduct.) However, peer-based sexual harassment is a form of prohibited conduct where the harassing
conduct creates a hostile environment.
A sexual hostile environment can be created by a participant, leader, volunteer or visitor.
Any person who believes he/she has been subject to unlawful harassment or intimidation must contact
a Camp Director. A complaint must be filed in writing. All complaints will be promptly investigated, and
the person initiating the complaint will be advised of the outcome of the investigation.
Where it is determined that harassment has occurred, the appropriate authority will take immediate
disciplinary action against any individual engaging in harassment. The response shall take into account
the effected individuals and circumstances. Such action may include, depending on the circumstances,
disciplinary measures up to and including termination of services.
No retaliation against anyone who reports harassment will be tolerated. Damascus and Catholic Youth
Summer Camp prohibits such retaliation and will take appropriate responsive action if retaliation
occurs.
DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES
During leadership training, all leaders and volunteers will receive a copy of this Harassment Policy
which will be reviewed in its entirety. All leaders and volunteers are required to electronically sign a
Harassment Policy Verification Form during online application.
Directors shall follow established procedures for timely investigation and response to all complaints,
shall annually, as a function of the camp personnel training session, provide training for all leaders and
volunteers to ensure that they understand which types of behavior constitute harassment, the
prevention of harassment, and how they should respond in the event of experiencing such behavior.
Records are to be kept of training dates and names of those in attendance.
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PARENT COMMUNICATION
Catholic Youth Summer Camp and Damascus Catholic Mission Campus honor the role that parents
have in being the primary faith formation in their children’s lives. The programs we offer do not replace,
but can only be a supplement. Often when a child is having a difficult time at camp or on retreat, they
will want to communicate with home. The following are good pointers to communicate to parents prior
to a phone call with their child.
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

Remember that speaking to someone from home can be the best way to both encourage or
discourage a child. As a parent, you have the unique opportunity to help soothe and reassure your
child. Remain newsy, upbeat, and encouraging. Keep in mind that hearing your voice can be hard,
so don’t be caught off guard if your camper sounds a little teary.
Campers know that phone calls are 10 minutes long. Campers have timers next to their phones,
and when their time is ending, they will give you verbal cues that they need to wrap up the
conversation. Fighting the timer by starting new threads of conversation will only make your camper
stressed at the end of the phone call. Instead, set up your own timer so that you can encourage
your child to spend the time wisely.
If you detect some homesickness, ask your child to talk about all the fun activities that camp offers,
and encourage him/her to get out there and do them. (“I remember you were very excited about
swimming at camp. When will you swim next?”)
Avoid mentioning sad things that your child can’t do anything about. Save any bad news until you
can talk to your child face to face.
Always encourage your camper to share with a counselor or leader or whatever staff member or
director they trust most what they seem to be saving for you. It’s important to make your child’s
camp support system and home support system seamless. This mastery is an important part of
camp; you can’t—and shouldn’t—try to manage your child’s life from 100 miles away. Their sense
of accomplishment for faring on their own will be enormous.
Combine statements of missing your child with news about your life to prevent your camper from
developing a sad mental picture of you at home, bored and lonely without him/her. Tell your camper
that you miss him/her, and then tell him/her about pursuing your own projects during time apart. (“I
miss you, and when you get home I can show you all of the flowers that I have been planting in the
garden.”)
Understand that hearing a parent’s voice while away brings all kinds of emotions bubbling to the
surface. Your camper wants to tell you all of the highs and the lows and is counting on you to be a
calm and fair sounding board on which to bounce his/her ideas. If you experience a tense or difficult
(sometimes, yes, even hysterical-sounding) moment in a phone call, it is most likely the best way
that your child knows to ask you for reassurance and advice. He/she wants to know that you are
confident that he/she can handle being away (especially in those moments when he/she is not so
sure of him/herself). Tell your child that you love him/her and that you are confident in his/her ability
to cope.
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●

●
●

The most common mistake parents make is the “pick-up deal.” It’s normal for children to ask, “What
if I want to come home?” Tell your child that some feelings of homesickness are normal. Try to
brainstorm ideas together of what your camper can do to“feel better. Never ever say, “If you want to
come home, I’ll come and get you.” This conveys a message of doubt and pity that undermines
children’s confidence and independence. Pick-up deals become mental crutches and self-fulfilling
prophecies.
While talking, think of suggestions that might be helpful to our staff in working with your child, and
let us know in a follow-up phone call to the office.
At the end of your phone call, let your camper know the general time frame that you will be writing
or speaking to him/her again. Try to avoid setting exact times or dates, to keep your child from
becoming unnecessarily anxious over delayed mail or a rescheduled phone call.”
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USE OF AND COMPENSATION FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE TO PERSONAL
PROPERTY
If a volunteer or employee’s personal property is lost or damaged during the course of assigned work
with Damascus Catholic Mission Campus or Catholic Youth Summer Camp, the owner may be entitled
to compensation.
It is recommended that within the time of volunteer service or employment, individuals take care not to
expose themselves to personal property losses. As a rule, there is no liability on Damascus or CYSC to
prevent theft, damage or losses to personal property.
If you suffer a loss while working with Damascus or CYSC, report it as soon as you are aware.
While Damascus/CYSC is not obliged to make payments for losses of personal property, due to the
specialized nature of many assignments, and the potential need or desire to utilize personal
belongings, it may do so subject to a number of conditions:
1. Property was lost or sustained damage in the course of its use on official assignment.
2. Prior to having been used, the value of this property was communicated with a director or
supervisor.
3. Loss or damage is not covered by insurance or any provision for free or discounted replacement.
4. The property owner has not been negligent.
The amount of payment should be calculated as the current cost of replacing the articles less an
amount representing depreciation or, if less, the full cost of repair. Compensation may similarly be paid
for articles lost or damaged through the negligence of a colleague.
The application of this policy extends, but is not limited to the use of personal computers, cameras,
phones, electronics, props, and vehicles for Damascus and CYSC business (excluding personal
transportation to and from activities.)
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USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
It is understood that the internet and social media platforms are constantly changing, but there are
certain principles that remain constant. While it is the right of all Damascus staff and volunteers to use
social media (Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram etc.), everything posted and shared can be
viewed by others and is a reflection of Damascus. To ensure that Damascus remains an emotionally
safe and supportive environment for all staff, members, volunteers and participants—and specifically to
create an environment where sexual abuse and bullying are not tolerated—the following policies are in
place. Failure to comply with the policies listed below may result in disciplinary action, including
termination of employment and/or legal recourse.
Appropriate Conduct
Everything is Public
Staff should keep in mind that whatever is published on their social media sites is public, regardless of
privacy settings. The opportunity for followers to take screenshots makes even private accounts—or
deleted posts—susceptible to being shared publicly. Parents and members will often search online for
staff profiles, so be mindful of how your online presence may be perceived.
Staff Represent Us
All content included on a staff’s social media profile is a reflection of Damascus and should align with
the organization's policies and expectations, regardless of whether or not the employee identifies
themselves as a Damascus employee on their profile. Staff are personally responsible for editing and
managing their social media profiles to ensure that they do not contain inappropriate content. This
includes posts made prior to employment.
Inappropriate Content
Examples of inappropriate content include (but are not limited to):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Photos/content that could be considered violent or threatening.
References to/photos of illegal use of alcohol, illegal drugs/illicit substances.
Photos/content that is sexually suggestive or revealing, or could be considered objectionable.
Photos/content that may be considered insulting, offensive, defamatory to individuals/organizations.
Participant/staff/guests' confidential or private information.
Comments or communications that could be considered to be bullying or demeaning of any
individual or group.
Any other content that is inconsistent with Damascus policies, code of conduct, or mission
statement.

Factual Content
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Information can spread quickly online, and can easily be misinterpreted or taken out of context. Any
posts that reference Damascus or include a link to the organization’s website, should reflect the
organization in a positive light and include only accurate, public information. Obtain prior written
approval before citing/referencing staff, participants, partners or suppliers. Do not use social media to
expose the organization’s internal policies, programs, strategies, financials, products, etc. Staff must
specify, when necessary, that any content they post is their own view/belief, and not the stance of the
Damascus.
Preventing Child Sexual Abuse
Public Communication Only
We know from several investigations into real-world child sexual abuse that predators will often use
social media to gain access to or groom children prior to abuse. That’s why connecting with children on
any of your social media platforms is strictly prohibited. This prohibition includes private messaging, the
sharing of social media accounts, the exchange of cell phone numbers, e-mail addresses, as well as
physical mailing addresses. “Good intentions” and “harmless gestures” do not excuse private
communication with underage children, as such actions can be misinterpreted.
Report Communication/Connections/Contact
If you already have an outside connection with a child within the organization, or a child tries to initiate
an outside connection, report this to your supervisor immediately and discuss appropriate next steps,
(e.g. block the request, parent communication, or privatizing account settings).
Photo Use
Taking unauthorized photographs/videos of members or participants, guests, volunteers, or children is
prohibited, regardless of whether or not staff choose to share those photos/videos to personal social
media platforms. If pictures are needed for Damascus’s website, flyers, social media etc., they are to be
taken by designated/approved staff only, and must be accompanied by a signed photo release form to
be kept on file.
If I have any further questions or need clarification on anything in this policy I will review with my
supervisor before posting any content that I am unsure about. I have read and understand the above
guidelines and I agree to their terms.
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COMMUNICATION WITH MINORS
Interpersonal interaction among young people is comprised in large part of mobile and electronic
communication and social media. In the midst of this contemporary reality, these modes of
communication methods require new methodology when considered for the work of evangelization. In
the context of evangelization, Damascus remains committed to creating and maintaining safe and
supportive environments for all staff members, volunteers and participants — and is particularly
committed to create environments where sexual abuse and bullying are not tolerated. Damascus’ safe
environment policies exist to build a culture around these goals. Failure to comply with the policies
listed below may result in disciplinary action, including termination of employment and/or legal
recourse.
Appropriate Conduct
●

●

●

●
●

●

One-on-one or private communication between a staff member or volunteer and a non-related
minor is prohibited. All communication in person or online must follow the 2-deep strategy. All
communication must be open, public, transparent, and appropriate.
If a minor initiates said communication, the adult must move the conversation to a public platform
and retain a record of the communication. Specific exceptions to public communication at
Damascus may include instances such as official communication regarding hiring/recruiting
missionaries or employees and organization of pre-arranged transportation for minors. Both
examples should include parent permission and approval.
Any means or platform of communication must allow for accountability and the ability to retain
records of interaction. Therefore, no “anonymous” apps, platforms, or anything with automatic
delete function, can be used for private adult to minor interactions.
The US Postal System meets the criteria of open, public, and transparent for interactions with
minors.
Missionaries, staff, or volunteers must not initiate one-on-one private communication with a minor.
This includes private interactions on personal social media platforms, including, but not limited to
“Friend Requests,” “Follows”, etc. However, it is appropriate to allow minors to engage with
Damascus media accounts across official platforms.
Communication with minors should be initiated from official Damascus accounts, emails, or phones.
If a missionary or staff member is not given an official Damascus account or email address, then
communication should happen in a public platform with a third party present. An example of this
could be a “Private” chatroom on a platform that is also viewable by a Damascus Admin.
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ADMINISTERING MEDICATIONS TO MINORS (under the age of 18)
All participants who are under the age of 18 must have on file a medical form completed in the course
of online registration or application, or an equivalent paper replacement. If medications are to be
administered, the following requirements must have been met:
1. Permission from parent(s) or legal guardian(s).
2. Verification of the necessity for the medication; name of medication; dosage; times or intervals at
which it is to be taken; duration; and possible side effects.
3. Medication must be in original container and have affixed label including minor’s name.
4. Accurate records of the medication given must be kept on file by the nurse.
5. A statement releasing and holding Damascus Catholic Mission Campus and Catholic Youth
Summer Camp personnel harmless from any and all liability for damages or injury resulting directly
or indirectly from the presence of the medication during camp or its use by the minor.
6. The possession of or use of non-prescription, over-the-counter medication during camp is
discouraged. Administration of these medications (i.e. throat lozenges, acetaminophen drugs)
should be determined by the nurse, or in the absence of nurse, delegated leader, provided the
appropriate permission from parents or legal guardians is on file. Damascus and Catholic Youth
Summer Camp leadership will not administer aspirin to minors because of its connection to Reye’s
Syndrome.
Only licensed nursing personnel or, in the absence of nurse, delegated staff member, are permitted to
administer prescribed medication to minors when conditions exist, which in the judgment of the
assigned individual, merit giving assistance to the minor (i.e. immaturity of the minor, nature of the
medication).
As a matter of policy, no minors shall possess any medications on their person with the exception of
asthma inhalers and Epipens. All medications – both prescription and over-the-counter – are to be
given to and remain with the nurse or delegated staff member, for the duration of the program. All
medications may be claimed by the minor from the nurse or representative on the last day of
programming.
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PREGNANCY
Any determination concerning the continuing participation in Damascus Catholic Mission Campus or
Catholic Youth Summer Camp activities by a pregnant individual shall be made by the individual and
her parents in consultation with Directors.
The religious instruction given at Damascus and CYSC should make clear that any act involving
procreation is the exclusive right of those who are married. Likewise, catechesis on the Church’s
consistent stand in defense of human life must also be incorporated.
If, in the case of an unmarried individual, Damascus and CYSC leadership and volunteers have an
attitude of compassion rather than approval, and if appropriate religious instruction is offered, there is
every reasonable hope that the attitude of participants will, likewise, be a rational and Christian one.
At this time in their lives, individuals involved in an unexpected pregnancy need Christian acceptance,
compassion and counsel. It is the Christian community’s responsibility to give support and aid to those
involved. Professional counseling for the expectant parents is strongly recommended.
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MEDICAL CARE LEADERSHIP
Medical care leader responsibilities prior to program
Medical personnel need to provide a copy of the following documents:
1. A copy of his/her active license from the prospective licensure board
2. A copy of his/her BLS (CPR certification)
3. A copy of his/her PGC (Protecting God’s Children)
4. A copy of his/her BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) results
*Information can be sent directly to Damascus Catholic Mission Campus 7550 Ramey Rd Centerburg
OH 43011
Expectations of medical care personnel while on duty
1. It is the responsibility of the provider to store all medications in a safe, locked location. This includes
occasions in which participants and staff leave the campus. Medical care volunteer is in charge of
providing that proper medical supplies (i.e., band-aids, ice packs, wraps, over the counter pain
medication, sunscreen, aloe) and camper medication are transported offsite if and when necessary.
2. Medical care leader is to document the administration of any and all medications and/or medical
events.
3. Any and all medical concerns will be the responsibility of the medical care leader. If additional
medical attention needs to be provided, it is his/her responsibility to make sure this is made known
to the Directors.
4. Medical care leader should be accessible to participants and/or leadership at all times. If for any
reason he/she is not in the office, it is essential for him/her to make a note of this status, how
he/she can be located (i.e. cell phone number) and what time he/she will be back.
5. Medical care leader will process all participant forms the evening prior to check-in and make notes
regarding any condition, problem or situation that may be occurring with an individual that the
program leaders and Directors should know about (i.e., allergies, side effects of medication,
concerning behavior, medication non-compliance). This information will be shared with the Directors
prior to check-in. The medical care leader and the Directors will discuss what, if any, information will
be shared with the program leaders. The medical leader will then attend the first meeting the next
day to introduce himself/herself and generally discuss any suggestions or guidelines he or she may
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have (i.e., drink a lot of water, make sure participants are putting on sunscreen, schedule for when
medications will be dispersed).
6. The Directors should be informed of any and all communication made to parents and/or caregivers.
In the case of suspected homesickness, the medical care volunteer should not contact the parents
without first consulting the Directors. A plan will be formulated with the medical care leader
regarding an appropriate procedure on an individual basis.
7. Additionally, each medical care leader must communicate with the Directors regarding all decisions
made in the cases of sending a child home and/or to hospital.
8. Lastly, it is assumed that any leader will be present and interactive with the campers. He/she will
help promote a positive loving and safe environment while supplying competent quality healthcare.
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INCIDENT REPORTING
In the event of any incident resulting in injury, potential injury, damage or potential damage to personal
or Damascus/CYSC property, or for behavior requiring supervisor intervention, the leader or volunteer
present when the incident occurred should complete an incident report form as soon after the incident
as possible and submit it to a Director.
Steps for Incident Reporting
1. Evaluate situation
2. Stabilize individual/environment
3. Assess
4. Document on incident report form as close to “realtime" as possible
5. Implement necessary interventions
6. Notify Directors
7. Notify appropriate people as necessary i.e parents, group leader
8. Complete follow-up evaluation
Tips for Documenting Incident
1. Describe in detail when/where
2. Document objective information, chronologically.
3. Use quotes when writing witness statements, participant’s report of incident etc.
4. Be accurate, concise, and clear
5. Avoid opinions
6. Physically sign documents
7. Document medication name, dose, route, date/time as applicable
8. Document all communication with staff, parents, participant
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WATERCRAFT MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
In order to properly identify and reduce possible risk to Damascus/CYSC participants as well as to the
organization, watercraft safety is a high priority. Care is taken to assure proper and legal operating
condition of watercraft as well as proper licensing and training of watercraft operators, whether they be
staff or volunteers.
All Damascus/CYSC watercraft will be kept in good repair, with regular seasonal maintenance, and will
be used only for purposes intended. Watercraft are always equipped with appropriate required safety
equipment on board. Seasonally, a general operating check is performed to assure that all watercraft
are in good order. Additionally, prior to each day of use, watercraft are tested by the operator to assure
good functionality before a participant is taken on board.
As required by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, adults over 18 or any person born before
January 1, 1982 may operate or may supervise a child 12 to 15 if they have an education certificate.
Young adults age 16 and older may operate without supervision if they have an education certificate.
Damascus/CYSC's certification requirements are modeled after those of the ODNR. Any staff member
or volunteer born on or after January 1, 1982 is required to complete and present a boating education
certificate approved by the ODNR prior to operating watercraft. Those born before 1982 will be allowed
to operate watercraft at the discretion of the waterfront director assigned to that particular day.
Additionally, only those staff members or volunteers who are not tasked with the supervision of program
participants on the day of watercraft operation will be permitted to operate watercraft at Damascus/
CYSC. No person under the age of 21 and no person who does not have a current drivers license that
has not been suspended or revoked for any reason will be permitted to operate watercraft.
No individual is permitted to operate a watercraft without the express permission of the waterfront
director assigned to that particular day. If no waterfront director has been assigned, this permission
must be given by the Director on site. This limitation extends to non-camp times.
All watercraft operators will follow rules and guidelines appropriate to the particular craft they are
operating (maximum occupancy, weight limit, designated spotter for tubing/water skiing, general lake
requirements, direction of traffic flow, etc.).
Additionally, prior to operating a watercraft, each operator will be required to participate in a brief
orientation offered by the waterfront director assigned to that particular day. Only after being approved
by waterfront director will an individual be permitted to operate watercraft. The watercraft orientation
offered by the waterfront director will cover, but may not be limited to, the following topics:
●

Importance of avoiding damage to the boat from submerged or floating objects, overview of present
lake status.

●

Reality of risk of injury or death of participants/staff in boat, being pulled by the boat, or in the water.
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●

Proper watercraft operating techniques (turning, docking, recovering flipped PWC)

●

Stressing importance of maintaining proper 200ft clearance.

●

Stressing importance of defensive driving and awareness of passenger safety.

●

Test drive and effective display of safe operating techniques.
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VEHICLE OPERATION
Automobiles
It is essential that adequate, safe, and responsible transportation be used for all Damascus and CYSC
activities. Generally, there is no need for participants to use vehicles while on campus. In the case that
an activity requires use of a vehicle, or if a vehicle/trailer is being used for transportation between
events, the following guidelines are to be observed:
1. Seat belts are required for all occupants.
2. All drivers must have a valid driver's license that has not been suspended or revoked for any
reason.
3. All vehicles must be covered by automobile liability insurance with limits that meet or exceed
requirements of the state in which the vehicle is licensed. It is recommended that coverage limits
are at least $50,000/$100,000/$50,000.
4. All vehicles should be provided by a credible vehicle provider delivering some sense of an
expectation of safe performance.
5. Obey all laws, including the speed limit.
6. Driving time should be limited to a maximum of 10 hours and should be interrupted by frequent rest,
food, and recreation stops. If there is only one driver, the driving time should be reduced and stops
should be made more frequently.
7. Travel and rest time should be limited to a maximum of 10 hours in one 24-hour period, regardless
of the number of drivers available. The intention is to include sleep and thorough rest breaks while
traveling long distances.
8. Drivers should refrain from using cell phones, text messaging devices, and other distractions while
driving.
9. Don't drive drowsy. Stop for rest and stretch breaks as needed. Fatigue is a major cause of highway
accident fatalities.
Campers, Trailers, and Trucks
Trucks are designed and constructed to transport materials and equipment, not people. Under no
circumstances are passengers to be carried in the bed of or towed behind a pickup truck. Trailers must
never be used for carrying passengers. Use caution in towing trailers or campers, as a vehicle's
performance, steering, and braking abilities will be altered. Consider these safety tips:
1. Get the correct trailer for the vehicle and the correct hitch for the trailer. Distribute and anchor the
load.
2. Allow extra time to brake. Changing lanes while braking can jackknife the trailer.
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3. Add safety equipment as dictated by common sense and state laws (mirrors, lights, safety chains,
brakes for heavy trailers, etc.).
4. Park in designated areas.

Buses
A driver of a bus or any vehicle designed to carry more than 15 people (including driver; more than 10
people, including the driver, in California) is required to have a commercial driver's license. A person
shall not drive a commercial motor vehicle unless he/she is qualified to drive a commercial motor
vehicle. Possession of a license, however, does not mean that a person is capable of driving a bus
safely. It is essential that staff and volunteers be thoroughly familiar with the bus or vehicle they will be
driving, including knowing the location of emergency exits and fire extinguishers and how to operate
them. A driver must be prepared to handle and brake a full bus, which weighs significantly more than
an empty bus. Other safety tips are:
1. Regular and thorough maintenance program
2. No more passengers than there are seating locations
3. Luggage and equipment fastened securely to prevent being thrown around in case of sudden stop
4. Emergency exits clear of people or things
5. Pre-trip inspection of critical systems (signals, fuel, tires, windshield wipers, horn, etc.)
The safety rules for automobiles apply to bus travel, with the exception of seat belts. In special cases,
chartered buses may travel more than nine hours a day. On certain occasions, night travel by public
carrier bus is appropriate—it should be considered permissible when conditions are such that rest and
sleep for passengers are possible with a reasonable degree of comfort. However, night travel on buses
should not be planned for two successive nights.
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: PAINTBALL
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach Proper Ways to Play the Game

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

○

Teach What safety equipment must be utilized and when

●

Distribution of Safety Equipment

●

Distribution of Paintball Markers

●

Activity Begins

Typical pre-activity safety instructions communicated to all participants:
●

Masks MUST be worn at all times when games are in session. Even if a participant is are out of
play, masks must be worn until Referee says “Safety On… (Pause for 5 Seconds)… Barrel Covers
On… (Pause for 10 Seconds)… Masks Off.”

●

Gloves and Chest Protectors are recommended but not required for High School or adult
participants. Gloves and Chest Protectors are mandatory for Middle School participants.

●

Barrel Guard must remain on the marker anytime game is not in play.

●

Safety switch should be turned to the “on” position up until the Referee calls, “Safety Off.” Once a
participant is hit and out of the game, upon exiting the playing field, safety should be turned to the
“on” position again.

●

If and when a participant is out of play, he/she must immediately exit the playing field. Upon exiting
field, mask must remain on and barrel guard should be put on the marker. Safety should also be
turned to the “on” position.

●

Shots should not be made at a distance closer than 10ft. If a participant has snuck up on another
player, merely calling “you’re out” a number of times will signal to the defensive player that he/she
has been eliminated from play.

●

Referees should not be targeted.

●

Players who are ‘out’ should not be targeted.

●

A player who has fallen or appears to be injured should not be targeted. In the event of an injury,
participant should call for help from the Referee. Referee will stop the game if necessary. Even in
the case of injury, masks should never be taken off without first hearing the referee call, “Safety
On… (Pause for 5 Seconds)… Barrel Covers On… (Pause for 10 Seconds)… Masks Off.”
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Typical in-activity instruction:
●

All players receive their gear and markers remain in safety position with barrel cover.

●

Players enter the playing field and take their positions. Masks are on.

●

Referee calls “Barrel Covers Off… (pause 5 seconds)… Safety Off… (pause 5 seconds)… 3… 2…
1… START!”

●

At the end of the game, Referee calls “Safety On… (Pause for 5 Seconds)… Barrel Covers On…
(Pause for 10 Seconds)… Masks Off.”

●

Failure to abide by safety rules will result in immediate elimination from the activity.

Additional Safety Protocol:
●

Before participants arrive, check to make sure all markers are in safety position.

●

Before participants arrive, check to make sure all markers have a barrel cover.

●

Verify that the velocity of the markers is at a consistent and appropriate speed for the participant
age group. (Lower velocity for younger participants.)

●

When the activity is not in session: All markers should be securely locked in the paintball trailer.

Maintenance and Care for Equipment:
●

Safely maintain marker velocity

●

Maintain safely operating markers

●

○

Check safety selector daily

○

Oil markers every two weeks

○

Check safety helmets daily

Equipment Care and Maintenance:
○

Safety gear should be washed as needed

○

Paint excess should always be cleaned up and markers should be wiped down as often as
needed

Filling Air Cylinders:
●

Always wear proper safety gear. Safety goggles should be worn when filling

●

Open all fill-cylinder valves and run air compressor up to final pressure of 3300 PSI

●

Close all fill cylinder valves when not filling or in use

●

To fill Marker Cylinder:
○

Attach marker cylinder to fill hose

○

Open fill valve slowly until cylinder reads a pressure of approximately 3000 PSI

○

Close fill valve completely
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○

Release marker cylinder from fill hose
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: ARCHERY TAG
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach Proper Ways to Play the Game

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

●

Distribution of Equipment

●

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Goggles must be worn when game is in session.

●

Before play, be sure that all bunkers are properly inflated and secured in location.

●

Set up all equipment.

●

○

Jerseys

○

Bows

○

Arrows

○

Goggles

Referee should communicate rules to players
○

Stay behind main bunker until play begins.

○

When play begins, run forward, grab arrows, and return to tag main bunker before firing.

○

If you are hit, you are out, move to the sidelines.

○

Once full opposing team is removed from play, match is finished and winning team receives
200 points.

○

If ball, kept at center of course hits opposing main bunker, team is awarded 50 points, and a
60 second break begins before another 50 points can be scored.

●

Players who are ‘out’ should not be targeted.

●

After match, all players should assist in recovering arrows and returning them to center bunker

●

A player who has fallen or appears to be injured should not be targeted. In the event of an injury,
participant should call for help from the Referee. Referee will stop the game if necessary.
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: LOW ROPES
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:

●

○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about element

○

Teach How to Use any Equipment

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

Safety
●

A competent staff member must supervise all low elements activities.

●

Spotting will be utilized on all structures where participants are off the ground.

●

When participants are required to spot for each other, proper spotting techniques must be taught
and practiced beforehand.

●

Discourage unusual and dangerous jumping or swinging positions.

●

Discourage running or jumping for hanging ropes/cables

●

Encourage participants to step off instead of falling if they are losing their balance.
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: WATER BLOB
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Distribution, fitting, and check of life jackets

●

Safety Instructions:

●

○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about activity

○

Test appropriate landing technique

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Special attention must be paid to making sure blobs are appropriately secured, and are lined up
parallel to one another and in line with openings on blob platform. If necessary, adjustments must
be made prior to activity.

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

●

Lower and secure cargo net.

●

At conclusion of activity, raise and secure cargo net.

Operation:
●

Orientation begins on the ground, with special instruction being given to landing technique on blob "Arms folded over chest. Land butt first!"

●

Participants are tested for landing technique by jumping off of floating platform into water.

●

Once participants display the ability to land appropriately, they are cleared to begin activity.

●

At least one staff member is stationed on blob tower, one lifeguard stationed in the water, and one
on the land at the base of the tower.

●

Participants are instructed to jump onto blob, climb to the end of blob and cross arms over chest,
feet toward lake, with ankles near the edge of the water.

●

Jumper is instructed to approach edge of platform and calls:

●

○

"Blobber ready?"

○

Blobber responds "Ready!"

○

Jumper calls "Blobbing!"

Jumper lands on blob, launching blobber into lake. Blobber must swim completely out of blobbing
area before next jumper is given permission to approach edge of platform.
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Emergency Procedures:
●

In the case of an emergency during blobbing, assist lifeguards in whatever way possible.

●

Activity leader should communicate emergency by radio, confirming whether to call 911.

●

EMS should be directed to location by additional staff if necessary.

●

Incident must be reported and filed with supervisor
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ROPES ACTIVITIES EQUIPMENT
All Damascus Catholic Mission Campus ropes activities follow maintenance and operations guidelines
presented by Phoenix Experiential Designs. Damascus utilizes a variety of operational and safety
equipment selected to help ensure the safety of staff and participants and ease of use. Every challenge
course comes with a standard set of equipment. All operational and safety equipment will need to be
replaced periodically based on manufacture recommendations, wear, and use. During the annual
structural inspection equipment is inspected and retired if necessary.
However, if there is any doubt about the integrity of a piece of equipment between inspections, the
equipment must be removed from service immediately and marked for further examination during the
next annual inspection. Any equipment that is retired should be replaced with the same make and
model.
Harness
●

proper fitting (orientation on body, two-finger tightness, tie in points, quick release buckles)

●

care (cleaning with non-detergent soap)

●

inspection (stitching, buckles, tie in points)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation for Misty Mountain harnesses is 5 years

○

significant wear, discoloration, or stiffness

○

worn or broken stitching

○

broken or defective buckles or other fasteners

Chest Harness
●

proper fitting (orientation on body, carabineer connected to seat harness and locked, straps out of
the way)

●

care (cleaning with non-detergent soap)

●

inspection (stitching, buckles, tie in points)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation for Misty Mountain chest harnesses is 5 years

○

significant wear, discoloration, or stiffness

○

worn or broken stitching

○

broken or defective buckles or other fasteners
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Helmet
●

proper fitting (dials, chin straps, and orientation on head)

●

care (disinfecting after usage)

●

inspection (shell integrity, stress points, suspension systems, dials, etc.)

●

worn while in the fall zone under any structure

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation for retirement is 10 years in service

○

fractures

○

defective suspension system

○

corrosion on metal rivets

○

broken or defective buckles or other fasteners

Phoenix Claws
●

proper fitting (attached to tie in point, adjustments to legs)

●

care (cleaning with non-detergent soap, clean and lubricate clips)

●

inspection (knots: figure eight and Blake’s Hitch, clips, rope)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 10 years for the rope

○

significant wear, discoloration, glazing

○

change in bend radius

○

broken or defective buckles or other fasteners

Tethers
●

proper fitting (attached to tie in point, proper length for participant)

●

care (cleaning with non-detergent soap)

●

inspection (bar tacks, fraying, clips)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 5 years

○

significant wear, discoloration, or stiffness

○

worn or broken stitching

○

broken or defective buckles or other fasteners

Carabiners
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●

care (aluminum vs. steel, metal to metal contact, kilo-newtons, locking styles, tri-axle loading)

●

inspection (gate, barrel, pins on gate, wear points)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 10 years

○

significant wear or scoring

○

distortion or cracks in metal

○

defective gate or locking mechanism

○

damaging corrosion

Snap Hooks
●

inspection (gate, hinges, hook, wear points)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 10 years

○

significant wear or scoring

○

distortion or cracks in metal

○

defective gate or locking mechanism

○

damaging corrosion

Pulleys / Zip Trolleys
●

care (proper clipping points and back-up ears)

●

inspection (wear points, bearing mobility, side plates)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 10 years

○

significant wear or scoring

○

distortion or cracks in metal

○

damaging corrosion

○

improper operation of moving parts

○

When sheave develops excessive wobble or play of 1/32” or more. Measurement is taken
from the outside of the sheave to the inside of the side plate.

Ropes
●

care
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●

●

○

avoid stepping on or dragging across the ground

○

store in cool, dry, rodent free place

○

avoid exposure to chemicals; bleach, acid, chlorine, fuels, deet

○

minimize shear; the angle or bend of the rope with a load exerted

○

wash ropes periodically

inspection
○

discoloration

○

fraying/abrasion/cuts

○

irregular shape

○

glazing

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 10 years maximum

○

significant wear or fraying

○

exposure to chemicals

○

cuts or severe distortion in sheath

○

overloaded by unauthorized uses

Belay Devices / Figure-8s
●

care (proper clipping points and back-up ears)

●

inspection (wear points, grooving)

●

retirement criteria
○

manufacturer’s recommendation is 10 years

○

significant wear or grooving

○

distortion or cracks in metal

○

damaging corrosion

Proper Connection of Phoenix Claw and harness
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ROPES RESCUE PROCEDURES
Training and periodic refresher sessions will enable staff to effectively perform rescues from any portion
of the course. The following techniques are simple and may be used for the majority of the situations
staff may encounter.
Reasons for rescues
●

health (fainting, heart attack)

●

equipment failure

●

weather related

●

psychological freeze up; immobilized by fear

Prevention
●

adequate time in the practice area

●

identification of potential issues before on course

●

front loading the events/experience prior to program

●

reviewing and discussing assumption of risk in the release forms

Equipment (rescue bag)
●

Rope Bag, Sherrill Tree

●

100’ x 7/16” Rope, ABC

●

Rescue Figure 8, CMI

●

Five Step Etrier, CMI

●

Daisy Chain

●

Rescue Scissors

●

3 - Steel Locking Carabiners, Liberty Mt

●

2 - 6mm Prussic, New England

●

2 -Non locking aluminum, Liberty Mt

Rescue procedure (from platform)
●

all activity stops and participants are directed to platforms

●

staff checks the rescue bag

●

staff moves into position next to subject

●

attach figure 8/rescue rope to belay cable, use prussic loop to position if necessary

●

connect rescue rope to participant with auto locking carabiner
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●

tighten up rope and place participant on belay (participants on platform can act as a back- up or
have a ground person assist as a backup belayer

●

staff unclips Phoenix Claws one at a time and attaches them to lowering rope

●

staff lowers participant from platform, guiding them away from the edge

Rescue procedure (from course event cable or zip line with a ground belay)
●

All activity stops and participants are directed to platforms

●

Staff checks the rescue bag and attaches it to the belay

●

Staff removes etrier and attaches to cable with steel carabiner

●

Staff moves into position next to subject

●

Attach figure 8/rescue rope to belay cable, use prussic loop to position if necessary

●

Connect rescue rope to participant’s belay/tie in loop with an auto locking carabiner

●

Tighten up rope and place participant on ground belay, confirm with ground staff or belay team

●

Release tension on Phoenix Claws and disconnect one at a time

●

If Claws are fully extended, staff may direct participant to step up into etrier to release tension,
belay team then takes up any slack to allow staff to disconnect Phoenix Claws (staff maintains a
hands-on back up belay to the ground belay, never taking hands off brake strand)

●

In an emergency situation, Claws or tethers may be cut with Rescue Shears to facilitate lowering.

●

Staff lowers participant to ground and instructs participant to unclip carabiner from belay loop

●

If participant must be lowered into water, have a lifeguard or floating platform available to assist.
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: HIGH ROPES
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about course

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

●

Distribution fitting and check of Equipment

●

Activity Begins

Typical pre-activity safety instructions communicated to all participants:
●

Equipment must be appropriately fitted at all times.
○

Helmet should be tight around head, but loosely strapped to allow head movement

○

Harness should be tight to the point where two fingers inserted by participant between body
and strap, when rotated, are twisted instead of staying side by side.

○

Phoenix claw devices must be attached properly to harness.

●

Closed toed shoes should be worn by all participants and leaders.

●

A maximum of 2 individuals may climb lower level entry, 3 on upper level entry.

●

Clearly communicate clipping method to be employed.
○

All transfers are performed by staff. Hands off snap clips by participants

○

Participants perform transfers with permission and direct observation from staff.

○

Participants perform transfers with permission and direct observation from another
participant or transfer partner.

○

Participants perform transfers on their own. This is usually reserved for staff working the
course, but occasionally there is a valid program rationale to do so.

Typical in-activity instruction:
●

Staffing - two distinct approaches
○

The first is the most common – positioning staff throughout the course to either observe the
transfers or perform them.

○

The second choice is for staff to move with or alongside the group. Staff can closely observe
the group interaction and guide and support the reflection based on those observations.
Alternatively, staff members can cross the team events ahead of the group and observe
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them from the next portal. This staffing option allows for more comprehensive observation of
the group and provides more opportunities for insightful debriefing
●

When transferring participants, staff members should use only one pre-assigned hand. This hand
can be marked with a glove.

●

A maximum of two participants should be loaded onto each belay cable.

●

One rescue bag must be located on each level of the course being utilized.

●

Staff leader should be first on and last off of each level of the course being utilized.

Additional Safety Protocol:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

●

Before participants arrive, cargo nets must be lowered into location and appropriately secured.

●

When the activity is not in session: cargo nets must be raised and secured, and equipment stored in
equipment shed.

Equipment:
●

Family Rec Course Equipment
○

1 – TrueBlue and Quick Jump operations manual

○

58 – Misty Mountain harnesses (52 medium, 6 small)

○

9 – Misty Mountain chest harnesses

○

36 – Petzl Elios helmets

○

54 - phoenix claws

○

3 - rescue bags

Maintenance and Care for Equipment - Policy 400.84
Emergency Procedures:
●

In the case of an emergency, all participants must be moved to treehouse at start or end of course
and clipped to belay, or instructed to exit course.

●

Course leader will communicate emergency by radio, confirming whether to call 911.

●

Course leader will communicate with support, initiating emergency rescue procedure with lowering
equipment from rescue bag.

●

EMS should be directed to course location by additional staff if necessary.

●

Incident must be reported and filed with supervisor
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: VERTICAL PLAYPEN
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about activity

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

●

Distribution fitting and check of Equipment

●

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

●

Before participants arrive, activity elements must be lowered into location and appropriately
secured.

●

When the activity is not in session: activity elements must be raised and secured, and equipment
stored in equipment bin

●

Raise ropes through belay eyebolts using parachute cord haul lines
○

Attach haul lines with Clove Hitch (minimum 2, recommended 3)

○

Bundle haul lines and set aside

○

One end of rope is tied into Figure-8-on-a-Bight and gets a locking aluminum carabiner
attached to the bight

○

Thread the other end of the rope through the drilled hole in the belay post (one belay post
for each climb) and tie off the end with a Fisherman’s Knot.

●

Tie Figure-8-on-a-Bight into the threaded side of the rope on the outside of the post, with 2-3 feet of
slack between the belay post and the knot.

●

Add additional Figure-8s to allow multiple belayers to attach themselves. Minimum of 2 belayers
attached to the rope.

●

Connect locking carabiners to each belayer knot.

Operation:
●

Climber and belayers clip into carabiners

●

Belayer closest to belay post is Primary Belayer
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●

Other belayers act as Backup Belayers

●

Last belayer in line is responsible for managing excess rope

●

Climber must perform 6-point Safety Check

●

○

1 – Anchor/Rope: ensure rope is not wrapped or twisted

○

2 – Helmet: check that helmet is tight

○

3 – Knot/Carabiner: make sure knot is tied properly and carabiner is closed/locked with gate
facing away from climber

○

4 – Harness: check that harness is properly fitted, adjusted, and tightened

○

5 – Belayer: confirm that Primary Belayer is clipped in and ready

○

6 – Backup Belayers: make sure backup belayers are clipped in and ready, and that extra
rope is managed to avoid tripping hazards

Climber and Primary Belayer perform Belay Contract
○

Climber: “On belay?”

○

Primary Belayer: walk backwards to tighten rope “Belay is on”

○

Climber: “[Name] climbing.”

○

Belayer: “Climb on, [name]”

●

Once contract is spoken, climber may begin climbing up the structure

●

As climber moves up the Playpen, belayers should walk backwards to maintain tension in the
system

●

Climber may continue until they reach the belay spar at the top

●

Once at the top, climber should weight their harness by sitting back.

●

Belayers lower by walking forward towards the belay post. Belayers should walk slowly and
controlled to avoid tripping or dropping climber.

●

Once the climber is back on the ground, they must close out the belay contract
○

Climber: “Off belay.”

○

Primary Belayer: walks forward to release tension on system “Belay is off.”

○

Climber and belayers can then unclip themselves and a new climber can clip in.

Maintenance and Care for Equipment - Policy 400.84
Emergency Procedures:
●

Due to the design of the Vertical Playpen, any emergency involving the climber can be handled by
lowering them to the ground via the process described above.

●

If one of the belayers has an emergency arise, they can be removed from the system by simply
unclipping their attachment carabiner. HOWEVER, if removing one belayer leaves less than 2 other
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belayers in the system then an additional belayer should be added to the rope before anyone is
removed.
●

Course leader will communicate emergency by radio, confirming whether to call 911.

●

EMS should be directed to course location by additional staff if necessary.

●

Incident must be reported and filed with supervisor
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: GIANT SWING
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about activity

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

●

Distribution fitting and check of Equipment

●

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

●

Use the parachute cord to raise haul lines on the Haul Pole and down through the pulleys at the
base. Tie off the tail of the rope with a Fisherman’s Knot. On the haul side of each rope, tie a
Figure-8-on-a-Bight. One rope should have a tail approximately 25’ long. Attach both knots to a
single locking steel carabiner.

●

Assess the Sea Catch release and check to make sure the release is functional, P- cord attachment
and haul ropes are all secure and ready for operation.

●

Check ladder area.

●

Lower the swing bar from its stored height, and attach 4 Omega steel locking carabiners to each
welded eye that are attached uniformly to the bar. Ensure the carabiners are installed and locked.

●

Attach one Omni-Sling to each of the Omega carabiners. Attach an Aluminum Petzl Triact carabiner
to each of the Omni-Slings so the participants hang approximately 3’ below the steel bar.

●

Attach the Sea-Catch release device to the release eye on the steel bar using a locking carabiner.
Ensure that the parachute release cord is draped over the steel bar and within reach of participants.

●

Set up ladder beneath the steel bar.

Operation:
●

Swing Operation

●

If attaching 1 person, use the middle two eyes. If attaching 2 people, use all four welded eyes.

●

Have first participant mount the ladder with a staff member.

●

Two other participants should hold the ladder to keep it steady

●

All other participants should “spot” the people on the ladder
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○

One foot forward, one back

○

Hands up, elbows slightly bent, fingers together (in “spoons”)

○

If someone falls off the ladder, spotters cushion their head and neck

●

Staff member hooks participant to two tethers with aluminum carabiners, so that gates face away
from the participant.

●

Second participant should then climb ladder and get hooked in to the remaining tethers

●

Staff member should attach the haul lines to the SeaCatch release and ensure that the release is
latched closed (there is a click you can feel and hear)

●

Once participants are attached and staff member is down, the participants holding the ladder should
place it on the ground, well away from the swing area.

●

All other participants should take hold of the haul lines and begin hauling the swing up. Participants
should pull tension slowly and smoothly. Additionally, participants should walk away from the swing
area.

●

Staff member should monitor the long tail of the Figure-8. Swing should not be hauled higher than
the tail length. At any point during the haul, participants on the swing can request that it be halted.
Otherwise, staff should halt the haul when the knot tail is just barely touching the ground.

●

Once the haul is complete, participants must go through the commands to swing
○

Swingers: “Permission to swing?”

○

Staff member: check to ensure no impact risk exists “Area is clear.”

○

Swingers: “[Name] swinging!”

○

Hauling participants: “Swing on!”

●

After commands have been said, sing participants may pull straight down on the parachute cord to
release the SeaCatch.

●

Once the swing has slowed, staff can ask permission to “catch” participants by tapping the backs of
their heels to slow down the swing further. When swing has been sufficiently slowed, staff may use
participant’s feet to bring them to a stop. CAUTION: DO NOT ATTEMT TO GRAB PARTICIPANTS
FEET WHILE STILL SWINGING

●

Participants may drop the haul rope. Two people should retrieve the ladder and set it up beneath
the swing

●

Staff can then unhook the swingers one at a time and send them down the ladder. Other
participants should spot anyone on the ladder.

●

Once the activity has concluded, replace the haul lines with parachute cords and remove all
equipment from the steel swing bar. Swing should be locked up with the access prevention cable at
the end of the day.

Maintenance and Care for Equipment - Policy 400.84
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Emergency Procedures:
●

In the case of an emergency prior to swinging, participants can be lowered by slowly having haul
team walk back toward pulley.

●

In the case of an emergency during swinging, participants should be slowed when safely
appropriate and removed from swing bar utilizing normal procedure.

●

Course leader will communicate emergency by radio, confirming whether to call 911.

●

EMS should be directed to course location by additional staff if necessary.

●

Incident must be reported and filed with supervisor
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: ZIP LINE
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about activity

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

●

Distribution fitting and check of Equipment

●

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

●

Lower and secure cargo net.

●

Make sure that rescue bag is located in launch area.

●

At conclusion of activity, raise and secure cargo net.

Operation:
●

Participants should be geared up on the ground.
○

Harness, helmet, two tethers

○

One tether with a zip trolley (primary), the other tether with a steel locking Omega carabiner
(backup)

○

Both tethers should be clipped to a single locking carabiner on the harness loop.

●

Participants should decide when gearing up whether they want a water or ground landing, and
select tethers accordingly.

●

When participants reach the top of the cargo net, staff should clip them into an overhead belay
cable with their backup tether.

●

Staff hook up the participant’s zip trolley to the zip cable while leaving their backup tether hooked to
the platform belay cable.

●

Staff should then clear the zip prior to sending the participant out on the line
○

Launch Staff: “Clear to zip [line 1 / line 2]?”

○

Landing Staff: ensure line is clear of participants “Zip [1 / 2] clear!”

○

May be accompanied by a flapping-arm motion
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○

IMPORTANT: If the line is not clear, landing staff should provide no response whatsoever.
Calling out “Zip not clear” is easy to mistake for the clear command. Provide no response.

○

Once cleared, launch staff transfers backup clip from belay cable to zip cable

○

Backup is attached behind the zip trolley and hangs from the horn on the back.

○

Participant may then zip away from the platform.

○

Landings:

○

■

If participant is landing in water, lifeguard should be present to assist. Staff pulls
down on tether to reach zip cable. Once the tether tension has been released,
remove the backup first then the zip trolley from the cable and release the line.

■

If participant is landing on the bank (even if planning to skim lake surface,) staff
should let the participant zip past them and then throw the brake line over the zip
cable. If the participant can stand on the ground, have them walk toward the
termination poles to release tension on the tethers. Otherwise, use the brake rope to
pull them toward the poles until they can stand up. Remove the backup tether first,
then the zip trolley.

Retrievals:
■

Occasionally, a ground-landing participant may not make it all the way across the zip
line. They will naturally slip back out over the lake to the lowest point on the line.

■

To retrieve stranded participants, staff should use the provided retrieval kit.

■

Attach the weighted zip trolley to the zip cable and remove all the line from the
retrieval bag.

■

Ensure that the tail of the line has a non-locking carabiner attached.

■

Using the retrieval line, send the trolley out to the stranded participant

■

Instruct the participant to attach the non-locking carabiner to their harness

■

Once attached, pull the participant back over land using the retrieval line

Maintenance and Care for Equipment - Policy 400.84
Emergency Procedures:
●

In the case of an emergency during zip, follow standard procedure for removal from line, or in the
case of emergency over water, coordinate with lifeguard, and have rescue certified staff lower from
cable using rescue bag.

●

Course leader will communicate emergency by radio, confirming whether to call 911.

●

EMS should be directed to course location by additional staff if necessary.

●

Incident must be reported and filed with supervisor
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINES: CLIMBING WALL
Summary of a Typical Session for Activity:
●

Names and Introductions

●

Safety Instructions:
○

Review safety rules

○

Teach about activity

○

Teach How to Use the Equipment

●

Distribution fitting and check of Equipment

●

Activity Begins

Setup:
●

Before participants arrive, course safety check must be performed and recorded. Out! In! Up!

●

Before participants arrive, equipment visual check must be performed and recorded.

●

Pull down and secure tru-blu devices utilizing storage tie. Bundle and store tie.

●

Moderator should wear harness and rescue tether for duration of activity.

●

At conclusion of activity, secure storage tie to 4th lane tru-blu clip, loop through 3rd, 2nd, and 1st,
and allow tru-blu's to raise to full height.

Operation:
●

When participant steps up to be locked in, leader should check proper fit and security of climbing
harness.

●

Participants, once oriented to activity, are to be safely locked into tru-blue with gate facing away
from participant and allowed to climb freely.

●

While participant is climbing, area below participant should be kept clear to avoid possible collision.

●

Encouragement should be offered to climbing participant, while maintaining a good group dynamic
of support on the ground.

●

When participant is finished climbing and lowered safely to the ground, leader should detach trublue and lock back into anchor at the base of the particular lane, prepared for next participant.

●

Top rope belay may be performed only by staff leaders that have received appropriate top rope
belay orientation from trained staff member as noted on staff certification log.

●

Lead rope belay may be performed only by staff leaders that have received appropriate lead rope
belay orientation from trained staff member as noted on staff certification log.

Maintenance and Care for Equipment - Policy 400.84
Emergency Procedures:
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●

In the case of an emergency during climbing, climber will likely be automatically lowered to ground.

●

In the case that a climber were somehow caught on wall and unable to be released, all lanes of
activity should be stopped and secured. Staff leader should attach into adjacent tru-blue and begin
ascent parallel to injured climber. Staff member should then secure him/herself into anchor on wall,
secure injured climber into anchor on wall, work to release climber, and then, if appropriate, remove
tether on climber releasing to the ground.

●

Course leader will communicate emergency by radio, confirming whether to call 911.

●

EMS should be directed to course location by additional staff if necessary.

●

Incident must be reported and filed with supervisor
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DOCUMENT RETENTION AND DESTRUCTION
The Document Retention and Destruction Policy identifies the record retention responsibilities of
leaders and members of the board of directors, and outsiders for maintaining and documenting the
storage and destruction of Damascus and CYSC's documents and records.
Document Destruction
Staff, program leaders volunteers, members of the board of directors, committee members and
outsiders (independent contractors via agreements with them) are required to honor the following rules:
1. Paper or electronic documents indicated under the terms for retention in the following section will be
transferred and maintained by Directors.
2. All other paper documents will be destroyed after three years.
3. All other electronic documents will be deleted from all individual computers, databases, networks,
and back-up storage after one year.
4. No paper or electronic documents will be destroyed or deleted if pertinent to any ongoing or
anticipated government investigation or proceeding or private litigation (check with legal counsel for
any current or foreseen litigation if employees have not been notified.)
5. No paper or electronic documents will be destroyed or deleted as required to comply with
government auditing standards (Single Audit Act.)
Record Retention
Type of Document

Minimum Requirement

Accounts payable ledgers and schedules

7 years

Audit reports

Permanently

Bank reconciliations

2 years

Bank statements

3 years

Checks (for important payments and purchases)

Permanently

Contracts, mortgages, notes, and leases (expired)

7 years

Contracts (still in effect)

Contract period

Correspondence (general)

2 years

Correspondence (legal and important matters)

Permanently

Correspondence (with customers and vendors)

2 years
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Deeds, mortgages, and bills of sale

Permanently

Depreciation schedules

Permanently

Duplicate deposit slips

2 years

Employment applications

3 years

Expense analyses/expense distribution schedules

7 years

Year-end financial statements

Permanently

Insurance records, current accident reports, claims, Permanently
policies, and so on (active and expired)
Internal audit reports

3 years

Inventory records for products, materials, and supplies
3 years
Invoices (to customers, from vendors)

7 years

Minute books, bylaws, and charter

Permanently

Patents and related papers

Permanently

Payroll records and summaries

7 years

Personnel files (terminated employees)

7 years

Retirement and pension records

Permanently

Tax returns and worksheets

Permanently

Timesheets

7 years

Trademark registrations and copyrights

Permanently

Withholding tax statements

7 years
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WHISTLE-BLOWER TRACKING
The Damascus Catholic Mission Campus Code of Conduct requires directors, leaders and volunteers
to observe high standards of business and personal ethics in the conduct of their duties and
responsibilities. Employees and representatives of Damascus and CYSC must practice honesty and
integrity in fulfilling their responsibilities and comply with all applicable laws and regulations.
The objectives of the Whistle-Blower Policy are to establish policies and procedures for the following:
1. The submission of concerns regarding questionable accounting or audit matters by employees,
directors, officers, volunteers, and other stakeholders of the organization, on a confidential and
anonymous basis
2. The receipt, retention, and treatment of complaints received by the organization regarding
accounting, internal controls, or auditing matters
3. The protection of directors, volunteers, and employees reporting concerns from retaliatory actions
Reporting Responsibility
Each director, counselor, staff, or volunteer of Damascus and CYSC has an obligation to report in
accordance with this whistle-blower policy (a) questionable or improper accounting or auditing matters,
and (b) violations and suspected violations of the code of conduct.
Acting in Good Faith
Anyone reporting a concern must act in good faith and have reasonable grounds for believing the
information disclosed indicates an improper accounting or auditing practice, or a violation of the code of
conduct. The act of making allegations that prove to be unsubstantiated, and that prove to have been
made maliciously, recklessly, or with the foreknowledge that the allegations are false, will be viewed as
a serious disciplinary offense. It may also result in discipline, up to and including dismissal from the
volunteer position or termination of employment. Such conduct may also give rise to other actions,
including civil lawsuits.
Confidentiality
Reports of concerns, and investigation pertaining thereto, shall be kept confidential to the extent
possible, consistent with the need to conduct an adequate investigation.
Disclosure of reports of concerns to individuals not involved in the investigation will be viewed as a
serious disciplinary offense and may result in discipline, up to and including termination of employment.
Such conduct may also give rise to other actions, including civil lawsuits.

Authority of Board Operations Committee
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All reported concerns will be forwarded to the operations committee in accordance with the procedures
set forth herein. The operations committee shall be responsible for investigating and making
appropriate recommendations to the board of directors, with respect to all reported concerns.
No Retaliation
This whistle-blower policy is intended to encourage and enable directors, leaders and volunteers to
raise concerns within the organization for investigation and appropriate action. With this goal in mind,
no one who, in good faith, reports a concern shall be subject to retaliation or, in the case of an
employee, adverse employment consequences. Moreover, a volunteer or employee who retaliates
against someone who has reported a concern in good faith is subject to discipline up to and including
dismissal from the volunteer position or termination of employment.
Encouragement of Reporting
The organization encourages complaints, reports, or inquiries about illegal practices or serious
violations of the code, including illegal or improper conduct by the organization itself, by its leadership,
or by others on its behalf. Appropriate subjects to raise under this policy would include financial
improprieties, accounting or audit matters, ethical violations, or other similar illegal or improper
practices or policies. Other subjects on which the organization has existing complaint mechanisms
should be addressed under those mechanisms, such as raising matters of alleged discrimination or
harassment through the organization’s human resources channels, unless those channels are
themselves implicated in the wrongdoing. This policy is not intended to provide a means of appeal from
outcomes in those other mechanisms.
Employees
Employees should first discuss their concern with their immediate supervisor. If, after speaking with his
or her supervisor, the individual continues to have reasonable grounds to believe the concern is valid,
the individual should report the concern to a camp director. However, if the individual is uncomfortable
speaking with his or her supervisor, or the supervisor is a subject of the concern, the individual should
report his or her concern directly to the director or a level above the supervisor. In addition, suspected
fraud should be reported directly to the chair of the operations committee, Matthew Schlater who may
be contacted by phone at (614) 207-7966 or by e-mail at mattschlater@gmail.com.
If the concern was reported verbally to the director of human resources, the reporting individual, with
assistance from the director of human resources, shall reduce the concern to writing. The director of
human resources is required to promptly report the concern to the chair of the operations committee,
which has specific and exclusive responsibility to investigate all concerns. If the director of human
resources, for any reason, does not promptly forward the concern to the operations committee, the
reporting individual should directly report the concern to the chair of the operations committee.
Concerns may also be submitted anonymously. Such anonymous concerns should be in writing and
sent directly to the chair of the operations committee.
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Directors and Other Volunteers
Directors and other volunteers should submit concerns in writing directly to the chair of the operations
committee.
Handling of Reported Violations
The operations committee shall address all reported concerns. The chair of the operations committee
shall immediately notify the operations committee, the board chair, and the directors. The chair of the
operations committee will notify the sender and acknowledge receipt of the concern within five business
days, if possible. It will not be possible to acknowledge receipt of anonymously submitted concerns.
All reports will be promptly investigated by the operations committee, and appropriate corrective action
will be recommended to the board of directors, if warranted by the investigation. In addition, action
taken must include a conclusion or follow-up, or both, with the complainant for complete closure of the
concern.
The operations committee has the authority to retain outside legal counsel, accountants, private
investigators, or any other resource deemed necessary to conduct a full and complete investigation of
the allegations.
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CYSC SAMPLE TRACKING REPORT (actual report maintained electronically)

Date
Submitted

Description
of Complaint

Submitted
By

Current
Status*

Actions Taken
Date

Comments

*Current Status: Resolved (R); Under Investigation (UI); Dismissed (D); Withdrawn (W); Pending (P)
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ROPES RESCUE PROCEDURES
Training and periodic refresher sessions will enable staff to effectively perform rescues from any portion
of the course. The following techniques are simple and may be used for the majority of the situations
staff may encounter.
Reasons for rescues
●

health (fainting, heart attack)

●

equipment failure

●

weather related

●

psychological freeze up; immobilized by fear

Prevention
●

adequate time in the practice area

●

identification of potential issues before on course

●

front loading the events/experience prior to program

●

reviewing and discussing assumption of risk in the release forms

Equipment (rescue bag)
●

Rope Bag, Sherrill Tree

●

100’ x 7/16” Rope, ABC

●

Rescue Figure 8, CMI

●

Five Step Etrier, CMI

●

Daisy Chain

●

Rescue Scissors

●

3 - Steel Locking Carabiners, Liberty Mt

●

2 - 6mm Prussic, New England

●

2 -Non locking aluminum, Liberty Mt

Rescue procedure (from platform)
●

all activity stops and participants are directed to platforms

●

staff checks the rescue bag

●

staff moves into position next to subject

●

attach figure 8/rescue rope to belay cable, use prussic loop to position if necessary

●

connect rescue rope to participant with auto locking carabiner
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●

tighten up rope and place participant on belay (participants on platform can act as a back- up or
have a ground person assist as a backup belayer

●

staff unclips Phoenix Claws one at a time and attaches them to lowering rope

●

staff lowers participant from platform, guiding them away from the edge

Rescue procedure (from course event cable or zip line with a ground belay)
●

All activity stops and participants are directed to platforms

●

Staff checks the rescue bag and attaches it to the belay

●

Staff removes etrier and attaches to cable with steel carabiner

●

Staff moves into position next to subject

●

Attach figure 8/rescue rope to belay cable, use prussic loop to position if necessary

●

Connect rescue rope to participant’s belay/tie in loop with an auto locking carabiner

●

Tighten up rope and place participant on ground belay, confirm with ground staff or belay team

●

Release tension on Phoenix Claws and disconnect one at a time

●

If Claws are fully extended, staff may direct participant to step up into etrier to release tension,
belay team then takes up any slack to allow staff to disconnect Phoenix Claws (staff maintains a
hands-on back up belay to the ground belay, never taking hands off brake strand)

●

In an emergency situation, Claws or tethers may be cut with Rescue Shears to facilitate lowering.

●

Staff lowers participant to ground and instructs participant to unclip carabiner from belay loop

●

If participant must be lowered into water, have a lifeguard or floating platform available to assist.
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CANCELLATION
All cancellations must be submitted in writing via email or managed through an individual’s Ultracamp
account online. We are sorry, but this policy also applies to cancellations that may arise as a result of
illness, injury or other unforeseen circumstances as our contracted expenses are also binding.
If possible, transfers to another session can be made without charge.
Cancellations up to 30 days prior to the first day of camp: $150 deposit non-refundable
Cancellations less than 30 days prior to the first day of camp: $0
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ROPES RESCUE PROCEDURES
Training and periodic refresher sessions will enable staff to effectively perform rescues from any portion
of the course. The following techniques are simple and may be used for the majority of the situations
staff may encounter.
Reasons for rescues
●

health (fainting, heart attack)

●

equipment failure

●

weather related

●

psychological freeze up; immobilized by fear

Prevention
●

adequate time in the practice area

●

identification of potential issues before on course

●

front loading the events/experience prior to program

●

reviewing and discussing assumption of risk in the release forms

Equipment (rescue bag)
●

Rope Bag, Sherrill Tree

●

100’ x 7/16” Rope, ABC

●

Rescue Figure 8, CMI

●

Five Step Etrier, CMI

●

Daisy Chain

●

Rescue Scissors

●

3 - Steel Locking Carabiners, Liberty Mt

●

2 - 6mm Prussic, New England

●

2 -Non locking aluminum, Liberty Mt

Rescue procedure (from platform)
●

all activity stops and participants are directed to platforms

●

staff checks the rescue bag

●

staff moves into position next to subject

●

attach figure 8/rescue rope to belay cable, use prussic loop to position if necessary

●

connect rescue rope to participant with auto locking carabiner
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●

tighten up rope and place participant on belay (participants on platform can act as a back- up or
have a ground person assist as a backup belayer

●

staff unclips Phoenix Claws one at a time and attaches them to lowering rope

●

staff lowers participant from platform, guiding them away from the edge

Rescue procedure (from course event cable or zip line with a ground belay)
●

All activity stops and participants are directed to platforms

●

Staff checks the rescue bag and attaches it to the belay

●

Staff removes etrier and attaches to cable with steel carabiner

●

Staff moves into position next to subject

●

Attach figure 8/rescue rope to belay cable, use prussic loop to position if necessary

●

Connect rescue rope to participant’s belay/tie in loop with an auto locking carabiner

●

Tighten up rope and place participant on ground belay, confirm with ground staff or belay team

●

Release tension on Phoenix Claws and disconnect one at a time

●

If Claws are fully extended, staff may direct participant to step up into etrier to release tension,
belay team then takes up any slack to allow staff to disconnect Phoenix Claws (staff maintains a
hands-on back up belay to the ground belay, never taking hands off brake strand)

●

In an emergency situation, Claws or tethers may be cut with Rescue Shears to facilitate lowering.

●

Staff lowers participant to ground and instructs participant to unclip carabiner from belay loop

●

If participant must be lowered into water, have a lifeguard or floating platform available to assist.
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Acknowledgement Form
POLICY MANUAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM
I acknowledge that I have been provided a copy of or electronic access to the Damascus and CYSC
Policy Manual and that I am responsible for familiarizing myself with its contents.
I agree to conform to the policies and code of conduct contained in the Policy Manual. I understand
that Damascus and CYSC has the right to change the Policy Manual without notice and that the Policy
Manual does not constitute an employment contract or any other contract between me and Damascus
or CYSC. I understand that that if I have any questions or concerns with the contents of the Policy
Manual that I am directed to seek clarification immediately from a Director.

___________________________________

___________________________________

Sign Name

Print Name

Date

